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BARNJUM MAKES S. E. AUSTIN
BIG PURCHASE PROMOTED
Largest Timberland Purchase Ever Takes Place of One Who Has Been
Consummated on the Kennebec.
Frank J. D. Barnjum of Boston has 
purchased the entire timberland hold­
ings of the Shawmut Timberland Com­
pany on Dead River waters, consisting 
of the following Townships, Langtown, 
Flagstaff, Basin Tract, Black Brook 
Tract, Bog Brook, No. 3, Range 4, 
Highland Plantation, Oliver Moulton 
Tract and part of No. 3 Range 3 com­
prising in all over 90,000 acres.
With this purchase Mr. Barnjum is 
now the largest timberland owner on 
the Kennebec river, with a single ex­
ception. The terms are private but 
are understood to be in the vicinity of 
half a million dollars.
Mr. Barnjdm has also purchased the 
charter of the South Branch (of Dead 
River) Log Driving Corporation.
in Company’s Employ 28 
Years.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. 
Sumner E. Austin will be pleased to 
learn of the promotion which has re­
cently come to him, having been trans 
ferred from Bath to Lewiston where he 
is manager for the Lewiston District, 
the change taking effect March 1. Mr. 
Noyes who retires under the pension 
plan has been in the position 28 years.
Mr. Austin is well equipped for the 
position as he has been in the employ of 
telephone companies since 1899, having 
entered the employ of the Eastern Tel­
ephone company at Rockland at that 
time. He was transferred to Farming- 
ton, May 1901 as local manager of 
Franklin county for the Eastern Com­
pany. In 1906 he started as general
The Little Rifles—Big in Quality
YOU are going to buy a .22 calibre rifle, single shot or repeater— you’ll find that many well known crack 
shots started with a Remington-UMC .22. Their ad­
vice now would be “By all means, get a Remington-UMC” 
because they know that there is a tendency in some 
quarters to look upon these models as only “a small 
boy’s rifle” and to cheapen them so that they can be 
sold at a price.
You have just as much right to expect full shooting value in 
your .22 calibre arm as in your $75 big game rifle.
You want the Remington-UMC single shot at from $3 to $6, .22, 
.25-10 or 32  calibre, made by the same people who make the famous 
Remington-UMC Autoloading Rifles.
Or, if you prefer the repeating rifle, the Remington-UMC slide action .22 
repeater with its easy take-down and special safety features, shooting .22 short, 
.22 long or .22 long rifle cartridges, at $10 and up, is your arm. Sold by liv* 
dealers of this community—the most popular small calibre rifles in America.
Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
299 Broadway 1 New York
I Mountain View Housev.
-Mountain View, Maine
$ For further particulars write or address
L. E. BOWLEY,
| Mountain View, * • • Maine.
GRANT’S CAMPS, KENNEBAGO, MAINE
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes. 
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with 
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
ED GRANT & SON CO.
The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the «£■
B L A K E S L E E  P R E S E R V E  O F  30,000 ACRES. f
We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than X 
ever before. If you want real hunting, write ❖
JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars. Y
Skinner. Maine after October 1. 5»
W h e re  A re  You P lan n in g  to Spend 
Your V acatio n  the Com ing Season?
Do you know that the RANGELEY LAKES AND DEAD 
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern MAINE, 
is an ideal country in the SUMMER SEASON, being about 2,000 
feet above the sea level with magnificent mountain scenery, 
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a 
palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable 
log caoin.
The SANDY RIVER 4  RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
publishes a booklet descriptive of this territory, which contains a 
neat little map of this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
Address
F. N. BEHL, G. P. fl., Phillips, Maine.
contract agent for the Maine Telephone 
and Telegraph Co. working in Franklin, 
Somerset, Oxford, Androscoggin and 
Kennebec counties.
In November 1908 he went to Bidde- 
ford District on commercial work for 
the New England Telephone and Tele­
graph Co., and was transferred to 
Dover-Foxcroft District as manager 
January 22, 1909. While there the first 
joint telephone and telegraph office in 
Maine was established. June 1, 1910~he 
was transferred to Belfast District as 
manager; June 20, 1910, to Bath Dist­
rict and on the first day of this month 
went to Lewiston as manager of that 
District.
The Bath Daily Times says: “ The se­
lection of Mr. Austin to succeed Mr. 
Noyes is a deserved compliment and 
his many Bath friends, although they 
are sorry to have him leave town, are 
pleased at his promotion. The inteT- 
ests of the company and the patrons 
have been wisely and carefully taken 
care of by Manager Austin.”
Mr. Austin is a young man who has 
made good and his employers have dis­
covered that they can give him a res­
ponsible position and feel that he is 
capable of filling the place.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin have secured a 
nice little rent at 141 Sabattus street, 
Lewiston and moved their goods from 
Bath last week.
ENGAGEMENT OF 
STRATTON GIRL
VILES SPEAKS
ON PROTECTION
The Kennebec Valley Proteclion 
Association Hold Meeting 
and Banquet at 
Augusta House.
The Kennebec Valley Protective As­
sociation held its second, annual meet­
ing and banquet Tuesday evening at 
the Augusta House, and considering 
the inclement weather the attendance 
was good. The work which the as­
sociation is doing was thoroughly dis 
cussed and the meeting was in 
every way successful.
The following oficers of the as­
sociation were re-elected:
President, E. Payson Viles,
Vice Pres., William J. Lanigan of 
Waterville.
Sec.-Treas., F. H. Colby of Bing­
ham.
Board of directors, E. P. Viles, W. 
J. Lanigan of the Hollingsworth & 
Whitney; J. F. Philippi of the Great 
Northern Paper Co.; R. L. Marston 
of the Ceburn Heirs, Inc.; S.* W. 
Pliilbrook of the Coburn Lands.
F. H. Billard, representing the 
Billard Mills Co. of New Hampshire,
RAISING SILVER
BLACK FOXES
New Industry Started at Mirror 
Lake, Near Rockland.
The following interesting article 
was taken from The Courier-Gazette 
published in Rockland and the cuts 
accompanying the article were kind­
ly loaned us by that paper.
We are informed that the ranch 
or pen, is to be located in a con­
venient notch in the mountain.
Mirror Lake is the source of the 
water supply of Rockland, Thomaston 
Camden, and Rockport and where 
there is good salmon fishing and 
near which are located many summer 
homes. It is an ideal place for 
the business.
“ The business of fur farming or 
the rearing of valuable fur bearing 
animals in captivity has passed the 
experimental stage and silver fox 
ranching has now taken its place 
among the regular occupations of 
the Maritime Provinces,” says the 
Canadian Bank of Commerce, one of 
the largest and most conservative of 
banks, in a recent public statement.
The engagement is announced of 
Myrtle F. Danico and Francis A. Nic- 
colls. Miss Danico is the daughter of 
Mrs. Janette C. Danico of Stratton.
Miss Danico is a graduate of the 
Madison High school 1911 and is on her 
last year of a three years' course at 
the Massachusetts General hospital, 
Boston.
Mr. Niccolls is a graduate of the 
Brookline High school, 1909, and Cor­
nell University College of Law, 1913, 
and was admitted to the Bar in Boston 
in the same year and is now practicing 
in Boston at offices in Tremont building. 
He is president of the publishing house 
of Francis A. Niccolls Company which 
was founded by his father.
Mr. Niccolls has spent his summers 
for the past 15 years in the Dead River 
region and met Miss Danico atj Dion 
Blackwell’s camps, Round Mountain 
Lake in the summer of 1911.
FR E A K  SET OF DEER HORNS
A freak set of deer horns is the 
latest donation to the State Museum, 
being presented by Charles W. Shay 
of Bar Harbor. The horns are good 
size and differ from ordinary horns 
in the fact that growing out from 
each of the horns is a good-sized 
branch horn. Curator Jame3 will 
improve the appearance of the speci­
men by mounting it on a shield be­
fore it is placed in the museum 
collection.
So rapid has been the rise to great 
was present and gave a very inter- j wealth of scores of heretofore poor 
esting talk upon the work which a Canadian farmers and trappers that 
similar association is doing in our the story reads like fiction, and 
sister state. He spoke in particu- would hardly be credited, were it 
lar of the necessity of collecting ae- not backed up by abundant proof and 
curate data which will help both the vouched for by the Canadian Govern- 
large and small owner in fire pro- ment itself.
tection.
After the meeting the company 
adjourned to the banquet hall. The 
bill of fare included many delicacies, 
all of which did great credit to Land­
lord W. T. Emerson of the house.
President E. P. Viles acted as 
toastmaster at the postprandial ex­
ercises. The speaker of the even­
ing was State Land Agent and For­
est Commissioner Blaine S. Viles.
Among other things Mr. Viles 
said:
“ It is a pleasure for me to at-
The industry is not a passing craze 
and comes none too soon to save the 
valuable fur-bearing animals from 
extinction. In this connection no 
less as authority than the United 
States Department of Agriculture may 
be quoted.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. C.
Sir:—I have the honor to transmit 
herewith a report on the rearing of 
silver foxes. As civilization en­
croaches on the breeding grounds of 
wild animals, the supply of fur stead-
tend this representative gathering of ily diminishes and the price corres- 
men who are interested in the pro- pondingly advances. If furs as ar- 
tection of the forests of the State tides of use and adornment are not 
of Maine—a gathering of practical soon to disappear from general use,
T R E E D  YO UNG  COONS
One day last week a couple of 
Dresden young men with a rabbit 
dog were hunting bobtails when they 
heard a peculiar yelp from their 
hound and knew that the dog had 
discovered something other than 
rabbits. They went up to the dog 
and found that the hound had treed 
a couple of young coons, which they 
captured and took home.
C A U G H T U N U S U A L  A N IM A LS
Arthur Robinson of Gardiner, has 
captured many unusual animals and 
birds during the last year, among 
which are white herons, largely seen 
in the north; an arctic bird with 
white breast and black wings; white 
muskrat, and a black fox caught at 
Jefferson.
BUTTERFLIES
business men to whom forest pro­
tection is a practical proposition 
and one to be handled in a busin­
esslike manner.
“ Maine is primarily a forest state. 
Nearly three-quarters of our area 
or more than 14,000 acres is classi­
fied as forest land.
The annual cut of timber in the 
state is nearly one billion feet; the 
value of the logs at the mills is per­
haps twelve million dollars; the val­
ue of the manufactured product ex­
ceeds twenty million dollars and 
large communities benefit from the 
manufacture of the products of the 
forest.
“Among our sister states, Maine 
ranks third in developed water pow­
er. These powers are the backbone 
of the industrial life of the state. 
They are protected and regulated by 
the forest in the watersheds of the 
rivers.
“ But not only for the lumber that 
they yield or the waterpowers that 
they protect are the forests of Maine 
of value, for they have a further 
and perhaps greater value as the 
playground of the nation. Our 1500 
lakes are dotted with camps, hotels 
and cottages where 200,000 people 
from away pass their annual vaca-
metliods must be devised for raising 
fur-bearing animals in confinement. 
This subject is now being investigat­
ed by the Biological Survey. The 
present bulletin furnishes information 
as to the possibilities of the propa­
gation of silver or silver black foxes 
and the best methods of conducting 
the business. The silver black fox 
is one of the highest priced of fur 
bearers, and hence offers a tempt­
ing field for experiment. The busi­
ness of raising the animal is believ­
ed to promise fair if not large re­
turns for skill, experience and the 
investments of moderate capital.
I recommend that the reports be 
published in the Farmers’ Bulletin 
series. Respectfully,
C. Hart Merriam,
Chief, Biological Survey.
Several years ago black fox ranch­
ing was experimented with in Maine 
on an island near Boothbay Harbor. 
The rancher placed five pairs of sil­
ver black foxes on this small island, 
depending upon its distance from 
the mainland to keep his animals 
from getting away. However, an un­
usually cold winter followed and the 
foxes escaped to the mainland over 
the ice. In the writer’s opinion 
this accounts in part for. the silver
tion. In the fall our people and black foxes which are captured 
those from beyond our borders go from time to time in the State of
to the woods of Maine to hunt. It 
is estimated that the fish and game 
interests of the state bring in 35 
million dollars annually. This re­
venue is of material advantage for 
it is distributed among the transpor­
tation companies, the hotel and
Maine, of which the one at Jefferson 
trapped alive a short time ago, and 
quickly sold for $1200 Is an instance. 
The black fox does not mate indis­
criminately but is a monogamous ani­
mal and maximum results are secur­
ed when confined with Its mate In
camp proprietors, the merchants, the a wire pen about 40x60 feet in di- 
farmers, the registered guides and mensions and not allowed to herd 
others. with other foxes.
“And the forests of this State be-. The question as to the effect of 
ing so valuable in every way must captivity upon the quality and sell- 
be protected and conserved. It is ing price of the pelts is answered by 
the great conservation question with the following letter from the Can- 
which we have to deal and effects adian Postal Authorities:
not only our prosperity hut the wel­
fare of those who are to come. 
(Continued on page eight).
Dear Sir:—For many years the 
pelts of black and silver foxes pro- 
(Continued on page four.)
MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, MARCH 5, 1914
ROBERT PAGE LIN C O LN  TO  
REGULAR C O N TRIBU TO R.
BE | fact that I am to become a new- 
[ fledged contributor to this paper, 
for what I can say against what you 
Maine Woods is pleased to an-j have experienced, and could easily 
nounce to its readers that it has put to paper, to make an interest- 
secured the services of Robert Page I mg story would not amount to much. 
Lincoln as a regular contributor to But it may, I do say, give you an 
this publication. Mr. Lincoln i s i mpetus to do better, and if I can 
familiar with outdoor life and has:do that I do not think our esteemed 
w'ritten much on nature, fishing and Madam, the editor, will feel that
she enrolled me with misgivings. I
OLD WISDOM
hunting.
He was first connected with Trap­
pers World, as editor of its north­
western department, Algona, Iowa. 
Later he started a magazine called 
Outdoor People, which failed, and 
was turned over to Trappers World. 
He contributed to the trapping mag­
azines two years under various 
names. Later he combined with 
C. L. Gilman, a noted rifle authority, 
of Minneapolis, in the publication 
of a weekly paper what sought to 
gain an audience in the northwest, 
which after six months of life was 
abandoned, and he began contributing 
to the outdoor magazines in general. 
He became staff correspondent of 
Forest & Stream in 1905. Later 
became staff correspondent of the 
Sportsmen’s Review of Cincinnati, 
Ohio, which publication he left in 
1914.
Mr. Lincoln is to be the angling 
editor of Rod and Gun of Canada, 
beginning either March or April. 
He has contributed to foreign publi­
cations, and to short story maga­
zines. He has written and has 
published in all, in the outdoor mag­
azines, alone, more than 350 separate 
articles, not including verse.
hope my readers will understand
when I say that I am never perfect, 
nor anywhere near that goal. If I 
occasionally please you, by one 
or two paragraphs, then I .have not 
written in vain. I point out in the 
beginning that I often make blund­
ers, that my language is often
cramped, and that I often use big 
words where I could use small ones. 
This more from force of habit than 
desire to be conceited and high-;
falutin. In the future I shall sub­
mit to this paper sketches and es-, 
says on Nature. I admit to one. 
failing. Through my whole wretch-1 
ed life I have wanted to be a na­
ture writer, with a purpose and a 
mission. In my evolution I have 
undergone so many stages of devel­
opment that I often wonder if I never 
will reach a plane where I can write,
I free and intelligently. Naturally 
much of this work has been worth­
less—where I have been feeling my 
way, trying to find myself. As I 
say, I have always wanted to be a 
nature writer. The most I can 
ask of you is to carefully read these 
sketches and to forgive any attempts 
that would seem immature and un­
comfortable to the sensibilities. I 
have a sincere love for Nature. I
Through the courtesy of the edi- feel tkat kest 1 can do is 
tor of this publication I have been|ins down the beauties and philoso- 
enrolled as a member of the con-1 Phies °f Nature. There is not the
tributing staff, and I shall in the least doubt in tli£ world but that l|
By Robert Page Lincoln
I admit to one failing in common 
with many, and that is bass fishing, 
whether by .artificial minnow, or 
frog, steel bait rod or fly rod with 
flies. I admit, I say to one failing 
among many: I am an inveterate
bass fisher whenever opportunity 
lurks on my back trail and wants to 
court my ardent attention. About 
that time of the year when the ice 
has gone out and there is a sort of 
warm, bright, feeling haze in the air 
I begin to think about bass, and 
that is the beginning and end of my
pull in my frog, jank him off and me. Thus he helped me immeas-
put on one that kicked even kick- Urably. So much so that I never e&
ier. I could place the bait right . . . T , . .^ & joyed a day as I did then,before him, but would that onery
creature take it. No; he would But 1 couldn t catch Old Wig.
not. I was baffled, and baffled dom- One day one of the boys 
right. ; said: Well I guess I’ll go down and
Every morning and evening I used pull out the biggest bass that ever 
to see him off a jutting of rocks, swaui wet water. Just like that he 
right next to a little pool of a bay said it. As off-hand as you please, 
where the fish used to come .in. The Well lie rigged up a bass pole, and 
other fellows did not know about a woririj went down to the lake
it and did not care much. They had threw it out, pulled out Old Wig. 
already fished themselves into iner- d0IU> come llome ailtl went to 
tia. 1 called that fish Old Wisdom. Moral: Old Wisdom may have 
He had part of his jaw pulled out wise but he got his for not being 
by the roots, by somebody ami careful!
there was a great gash on his side. I --------------- ----------------  ■ 4
W IL D  DUCKS A T  FO R E S T PARK
Many Mallards Among Them.
BY W A Y  OF IN T R O D U C TIO N
hallucinations. I arrive at th e '1 nev«r saw such a big fish in all 
thought of bass and I generally stick : m>’ lile ior a kas8, 1 used to go 
in and around the name. Proving dowu there and bang away at him
conclusively that I have a hobby par with everything known to science
excellence, and you can add to that and ke S°t s° used to it finally
several more terms and yet it wouldj that ke liked 4t- 1 knew the time No species of wild dock has a
not answer what I would like to have w°uld come when he would come wider distribution than the mallard, 
answered. There has been one right up and eat out of my hand, Besides in America, it occurs k
great man within my remembrance and tlien 1 could kit kim> in a m08* Europe, Asia and Africa; in fact
who made the assertion that if you uusportsinanslike manner, right on ^  the entire northern hemisphere. It 
want to succeed in life let fishing his nut> and t^en I would hook him das ^eyer been a very common bird 
well enough alone. And yet an- on an artificial, and then 1 would j <n ^ew England, although the early 
other gentleman, sitting back in the home to the tent and show the j writers upon the ornithology of this 
last seat has risen with the remark] buys how I caught him; which would, regi(m Were mistaken in saying that
that if fishing interferes with your not even disturb their siestas. the mallard appeared in Massaohus.
business quit your business. All Wisdom was a cracker-jack all right. e,ttB oniy as a wanderer, or mere 
of this is highly interesting, and en- 1 laid awake at night and decided straggler, while in fact, as far back 
ervating, and it does not bear much (aH joking aside) that I would catch ap memory 0f living man goes, 
upon the present situation I am him. One day 1 went down to the a j ew Were regularly to be found it 
facing, but it will go to show con- lake and 1 bad an artificial minnow autUIBn in this state, on or near 
clusively, as I say, that I have a with nineteen books on it. I cast j-jie waters of the Connecticut and 
hobby and have been known to have this out and when ke came near it tributaries.
done some dare-devil stunts astride 1 jerked it uuder kim. kopmg against j About a dozen yearg ago> CUe,
Justice John A. Aiken of the sup®.
com.
its back. Others may be thinking vain hope that I could hook him. I
of trout in the spring, and so do I, wondered not a little u someone ^  pourt preseilted the park
future endeavour to give to the 
readers what the editor expected of 
me when agreements were made. I 
have occasionally, in the past, keen 
listed in these columns as a con­
tributor, but not till now have I 
taken the situation seriously, nor 
have I given this paper any real 
keen attention. That there is a 
field for Maine Woods fgoes without 
saying. An outing publication in this 
territory is more or less of a neces
let my adoration go beyond the lim­
its, this for the fact that I feel 
that words cannot express the won­
derful beneficence of this natural 
perfection—or feeling that words may 
express it, surely, none save the 
most melodious would do justice to 
it. I shall give the readers my 
true work now and then; and will 
submit other work as the fancy 
suits, ranging over a gigantic list, 
including humor (or attempts at hu-
sity. The position of Maine as one! mor) and other things of interest
of the foremost fish and game states^0 the outdoor clan. All I can ask
of the union is significant in itself; j *s that you give tills paper your
and a publication to advertise its help along the lines I have suggest-
charms, and opportunities, to the ed> to make it a weekly campfire
outdoor inclined is something of vital wkere we can gather and chat over
importance. This, Maine Woods is th© °^d jimmy pipe and the cider.
fully, and well capable, of doing. It * cannot kelp but add before I close
has a niche to fill and it lias filled t,kat the most simple incidents that
it well. I shall in the future lend happpen in your life, are the most
this paper much countenance, and interesting. It is in your seemingly
shall try to build it, in collaboration inconsequential wood wanderings that
with the editor, along still better you realize alm(>st as mUch as tread*
lines. My suggestions for betterment ing tlle aisles of ®reat> far’away tov\
may not be of great consequence,1 ests and mighty mountains. To write
. , , ., . , . .. simply, without affectation, wins al-but by the help of its contributors, ____ ______________ ___ I
and well wishers, certainly Maine
Woods can be made to be one of the
missioners of Springfield half a doz­
en mallards, which, were placed ia 
Forest park, where they have since 
lived, paired, bred and increased. 
In late years most of them have had
lias been noted that in the colder 
months many more mallards were 
making their home here than during 
the rest of the year. This season 
there are about 70 in Forest park, 
or the immdiate vicinity, which ia 
more than ever before. A few black 
ducks associate with them, as well 
as a male green-winged teal, which 
lias passed this season, as well aa 
last in their company.
ways. After all we are just every­
day human beings.
Robert Page Lincoln | 
Maple Plain, Minnesota.
FEEDING  Q U A IL  IN MONSON
brightest publications of its kind in 
this section of the country. The 
contributions and letters of its var­
ious readers have always been intel­
ligent and thoughtful, always bear­
ing upon significant things, often of „ . . . o t, „ » J. F. Looman, as representative ofvast importance. Such letters of ’ *. . . . . .  , the fish and game commission, wasobservation, from thorough, practical ° ’i . „ . . ] in Monson, Mass., last week tryingwoodsmen are always of interest, ’ ’
not to a few alone, but to all who to InterMt farmers abd hlmt8rs ln 
love Nature and the great out-ofr; Protecting the flocks of quail that
doors. It can only be hoped that 1,ave been rePorted tha s°hth-
these men and women will continue ern and eastera sections of 
sending in these letters, that the town- The I™ 11 h<,ve becoma yery 
publication may be made as original scarce. ln tl,e western part ot tbe , 
as possible, and something quite state ln Ule past few yea™• but at 
above the ordinary. There are so present several (locks have work<!'3 
many readers of this paper who are up over the Connecticut line, and
not writers by profession and yet ever?  care s" ou1'1 be tak« n to protect| 
who are able to write really good the bIrts- ■ Mr- Looman WCTt to tbe : 
material. Were these to take down Wales 1Ine and scatter6d much SraJn 
their pens now and then in the name! in the woods- on« flock 13 rH
of good comradeship, to write the] porte<i t0 be ™t*rh>is- Mr. Looman
things they hove dene and experienc- ' " "  gladly turnlsb *raln *° abyOTa 
ed on the hunting trail and the lakes, Presence of the birds
surely it would be a feast ^ ho wlU feed tl,em- Mr- Loomanindeed. J
The average person feels such a 
degree of littleness in this matter 
that lie cannot woo himself to make 
the effort, for fear he will be criti­
cised in the manner he is using his 
language . This is foolish. From 
just such men come the most inter­
esting things. As a professional 
outdoor writer I have the knack of
states a good protection for the 
birds is a barrel with the heads 
knocked out and pine boughs over 
the ends placed near a stone wall 
or old fence near where the birds 
are staying. Grain spread to the 
mouth of the barrels will lead the 
birds to it, where they may find pro­
tection from the severe cold, and’ 
i snow and sleet-storms.being able to throw together words 
with an amazing rapidity. And yet 
when I measure my own minute
reputation and experience against r|es a F resh W h iff of 
that of others I feel that I have 
been over-estimated a thousand 
times. Therefore it is not that 
am going to call attention to
Every Issue of Maine Wood* Car- 
the Pine
Tree State with it. W hy Not Sub- 
I  scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All 
the. the Year.
but all the same when bass season else bad not been before me, and 
open, right then and there all am- bad also booked at liim, as witness 
bitions I may have held, wilt and the disgraceful niche on his side, 
shrink into minute specks of nothing- But Old Wisdom wasn t that kind 
ness, in the face of bass fishing, though. He evidently suspected 
xirvw t nm nnt {mins? to exhilarate that I was going to hook him be-Now l am not going to exmicuat free range, with unclipped wings,
vnu -with a hreezv review of the cause every time I got ready to ' .. , .you witn a Dreezy review ui me . , '  . _. .. , going and coming as they pleased.
Joys and comforts of bass fishing. I jerk, he side-stepped One time he w|^ n have wandered from the
have done that fully a hundred times jerked and got ten hooks caught in ^  ^  haye ,ost Uleir livK> l?
in my labors as a pen pusher. Bath- a log, and lost a brand new line. ^  by Eportsmen during tj8
or I am going to cite a case where What I said was neither bright nor ^  season ln recent ars „
I met a snag. I ran to the end of uplifting. I believe that Old Wis- ,
the rope of success like a gyrating dom even laughed at me.
calf and reaching the end of said old Wisdom was all right though.
rope I executed a brilliant and sud- You couldn’t get Old Wisdom that
den and abrupt curve and came a- way. He was too wise. I could
live to the fact that I had at last catch everything but Old Wisdom,
found a bass that was more bass but not the old fellow himself. I
than tlie average bass I had caught once cast out on a log that was
and that I would have to use out-of- called an artificial minnow. Tills
the-ordinary methods to get him, if niinnow liad a pair of propellers be-
I was going to get him by any other j bind and a pair of wings like an
means of circumvention than the aeroplane. In the water it so much
time honored and thoroughly un- represented something like the fisli- -^ -s tbeir wild state they are a
sportsmanlike system via the net. es natural food that it reminded you monogamous bird, so they are in the
This bass caused me to stop dead unmistakedly of a flying raft. The way which they live in loroot
in my tracks and give out a little only thing that contrivance did not Park, and in April of each year they
resounding whistle, thoughtful like catch was fish. I believe the ad- cease generally to move in flocks,
and musing. Figuratively, I said vertise'ment of it read that with it and associate in pairs. Some nest
to myself: So, at last I have found yOU could dredge out lakes when not in the park and other pairs disap-
one of you that will not be caught using it for fish, proving that it had pear, not to be seen again until the
You will flirt your tail right against m0re than one elaborate feature. approach of winter, when they re-
my artificials, will you? Well, we Well I pasted that raft out to the turn in increased numbers. Occafl-
will just make a mental note of that bass and after the waters had sub- nally one of the mallards has pair*
and see what can be done in the sided sufficiently so that I could ed with a black duck and hybrids
matter. It happened like this. I see one edge of the lake, and after have been the result. No one know
was encamped with a pair of other it bad sunk to the bottom and after where these ducks that disappear in
outdoor friends on the shore of a [ bad dragged it in I found that I, the spring pass the breeding sea-
beautiful Minnesota lake; one of ’-ad caught nothing save an old shoe son. It is well known that mallard*
those lakes that remind you that a formerly worn by Columbus. I later never breed In Massachusetts in their
lake is God’s mirror. That lake discovered that Columbus in landing wild Mate. Their common meeting
was the very soul of perfection. I had stepped in the mud and owing piace is due north from the central
would not like to meet any person to the suction had lost his hoot.'part of the United States. Our
who would stand on the shores of j aiwayS remember that trip Forest park ducks may wing their
that lake just when the sun, like a by that ^  j  have lt Way to that section of the country,
gigantic cannon-ball, was dipping in- mounted with an artificial minnow perhaps to near the shores of the
on it. It is varnished too. O it great lakes, possibly to the Arctio
looks awful nice; a pleasant re- ocean. Wherever they go they
minder of those fishing days now live In their natural stat£, and some
gene. But I did not catch Old at least know their way hack to
Wisdom that easy. I could not their winter home in Forest park,
limes I have speculated on how many mak(J 0M Wisdom understand that where they find plenty of food, are
nsh there are in that lake and the glItterlng hooks -were full of safe from their enemies, and b»
have sat up nights thinking about it, meat , used everythlug for bait come semidomesticated, not fea r*
nt the smallest num bj I got fig-|(rom „  twenty „0l,Iar gold p ^ t h e  ppresence of man.-Robert 0. 
ured out was fifteen million black w.-*i1 o i,«i„ I
k oc un ! v tk a kole bored m it , to my dia- Morris m Springfield Republican,
lass. While we were encamped on mond-studded, and opal and sapphire 
that lake we had black-bass etew.|and amet„ yst encrusted helrloom
black-bass fried, poached, and black-1 (th,8 ,s not prono<ITCed halrloom)
bass turn-overs; creamed black bass, y,.,. . . .  , t,t. , _  . . .’ _ i out would that Old Wisdom, that
old scout of the lakes, nab it up.
to the womb of night, and say: Why, 
that, O-ho-ho, that’s nothing; you 
should see our lakes down In Alab­
ama. I say it would be dangerous. 
That lake was full of fish. Many
TAXIDERMISTS
and creme de-no, note that, that we 
'md a lot of fish, because there were 
a lot of fish there and we could 
catch them any way we wanted to.
Therefore, imagine to suddenly 
find a bass that would not get him­
self caught; would not become an-
nexed to the sharp barbed hook and!'Vl,en 1 was comiDE down tl,e 1,111
I leave this question unanswered, 
because silence speaks louder than 
I.
I never saw a fish like old Wis­
dom. You know that fish saw me
come in to net. At first it seem­
ed inconceivable. I wiped my eyes 
tnd looked again. Sure enough, 
even the most kicking and squirm­
ing frog that I placed right in his 
capacious maw would not interest 
him. He would glide comfortably 
and aloofly up to lt and then turn­
ing around he would slap the con­
trivance with his velvety tail and 
them would saunter on his way, not 
in the least disturbed and I would
to the lake, and with a laughing 
and jubilant flutter of his fins he 
would come in. Once I was so 
burdened down with fishing tackle vionmouth  ^
that I fell all the way down the 
hill and got mixed up in nineteen 
minnows and the tackle box encirc­
led my neck.
G. W. PICK EL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sportins: Goods, Fishinpr Tackle. 
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGKLEY. - - - MAIN*-------------------------------------------
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for 
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen 
Known the world over for excel-,"  ^
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.’,
!M. L. GET! HELL CO.,
Main*
FREE INFORMATION ON HOW TO 
DO TANNING —Send for our illua-
(rated circulars; on taxidermist work, 
I forgot to say that I fen in  ta m lin e  a n d  m a n u fa c , a r i„g  of
the water. I would have drowned if iadies’ furs, robes, coiats, rugs, gloves 
old Wisdom had not come and pull- n^fj mittens, from the trapper to war 
ed away some of those minnows for w. W. Weaver. Reading. M ich.
MAINE WOODS* PHILLIPS, MAINE, MARCH 5, 1914 i p
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THE RAIL
By Robert Page Lincoln
It is a well known fact that the 
rail is a game bird, gonsidered so 
at least among the sporting fraterni­
ty, and though it is pursued to a cer­
tain extent in season, still, taken as 
a whole, this interesting little fel­
low of the reeds escapes the an­
nual onslaught pretty fairly, for 
while there are larger game birds 
for the hunting, and will fully oc­
cupy the hunters during the appar­
ently short season, there will be 
little or no turning to this member 
as the means of furnishing sport 
and excitement daring the allotted 
days of gunning. The most of the 
hunting for the rail is done along 
the great sea marshes of the eastern 
Atlantic coast, in the northern 
states, and more or less throughout 
the rest of the country, to a certain 
extent, though I will say from close 
observations that little or none of 
this hunting is done in our state 
of Minnesota, or the Dakotas, where 
these prolific little feathered habi­
tants breed by the seeming countless 
thousands, every summer, and are
SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY 
LAKES RAILRJAD
T I  ME T A B L E
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
STRONG
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm­
ington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M.; for Phillips 
•t 12.31 P. M. and 6.47 P. M. and for Rangeley at 
6.17 P. M. and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 5-50 
P.M.
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from 
Farmington at 12.31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M.: from 
Phillips at 6.23 A. M.; and from . Rangeley and 
Phillips at 1.37 P. M.; and Bigelow and Kingfield 
it 1.26 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington 
at 8.45 A. M.; and for Kingfield at 5.50 P .M .
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil­
lips at 8.45 A. M.; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M. 
and from Farmington at 11.46 A. M.
PHILLIPS
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Phillips for 
Parmington, at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M.; for 
Rangeley at 6.16 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Phillips from 
Parmington at 12.53 P. M. and 6.10 P. M .;from  
Rangeley at 12.20 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves Phillips for Farming- 
ton at 7.30 A M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Phillips from Farm­
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M.
RANGELEY
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Rangeley for | 
Parmington at 10.40 A. M.; and arrives from 
Parmington at 8 00 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15 
A  M.;and leaves for Phillips,at 10.55 A. M. 
SALEM
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for  Strong and 
Parmington at 12.60 P. M.: and arrives from 
Parmington and Strong at 2.28 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves Salem for Strong and 
Parmington at 1.15 P. M .; and arrives from 
Strong at 6.25 P. M.
KINGFIELD
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingfield fo r  
Parmington at 12.40 P. M .; and arrives from 
Parmington and Strong at 2.50 P. M., and from 
Bigelow at 4.50 P M-
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow 
•t 7.45 A. M. and for Strong at 12.35 P. M
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Bigelow at 11.30 
A. M. and from Strong at 6.60 P. M.
BIGELOW
MIXED TRAIN leaves Bigelow for  Strong 
and Farmington at 10.00 A. M.t and arrives from 
Kingfield at 9.15 A .M .
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington 
and Strong at 3.43 P. M.;and leaves for King- 
Held at 4.00 P. M.
F. N. BEAL* G. P. A.
almost universally undisturbed in 
their propagation.
I will also go so far as to say 
that practically two thirds of the 
hunters of those northern sections 
1 have little or no idea 'that the rail 
is one of the recognized game bird 
; family, looking upon the denizen as 
I being wholly too small to kill.
I Even the snipe are considered pret­
ty small and only a few will go after 
them. It seems that by unconsci­
ous consent all have concentrated up­
on the ruffed grouse, the quail and 
the ducks, even hunting out the last 
surviving specimens of the once so 
numerous prairie chicken family, 
which same, in Minnesota, is none 
too appreciable, in numbers, and 
should be accorded strict protection 
if we would expect to have any with 
us as seed for the future. Yet the 
rail bird, it remains, is a game bird, 
and a recognized one at that.
It is here noted that rail are pro­
tected in California until 1918, and 
from this we would gather that a 
great deal of rail shooting takes 
place, or has taken place, in this 
country. However, as I have not­
ed, most of the hunting for them is 
done along the Atlantic coast, and 
in the south; during their summers 
at breeding in the north they remain 
tranquilly at peace, scarcely any of 
them being exterminated. The rail 
bird is one of the smallest of the: 
game bird family and is represented 
by a number of kinds, though note 
has been made, that there are six) 
varieties to the specie, only four of 
them approaching any size whatever, 
the other two varieties th© yellow 
and black rail, coming in for no 
noteworthy mention. Those that 
have gained the distinction of being 
worthy of attention are the clapper 
rail, the king rail, the Virginia rail 
and the sora rail, these names be­
ing the correct terms by which they 
are universally known, though it is 
here added that innumerable nomsde- 
plume have been attached to them 
according to section and territory— 
and the inclination of the people.
The two foremost members here 
named are the largest of the species, 
while the Virginia rail and the sora 
rail are smaller to a noticeable de­
gree. All of the four varieties are 
hunted in the section named. In 
color the clapper rail is a mixture 
of brown and gray, the tail of a 
darker hue; the breast Is generally 
light In color, as are also the wings 
which are lightly touched with 
stripes of white. It is second in 
size, the king rail being the largest. 
The king rail is darker In color, shad­
ing from a dusky top to a dull-brown 
back; the breast and belly are an 
intermingling of red and brown. Like 
the clapper rail the wings are fleck­
ed with white. The other rails 
are constructed on practically the 
same color scheme which Is not i
singularly noteworthy as far as ex­
ceptional brilliance is concerned.
The habitat of the rail is the 
secluded marshlands; here they find 
their feed and bring forth their 
young. They are fond of rice, as 
are all of the water fowl, and may 
there be found in profusion. The 
rail is slender and dainty, built for 
weaving in and out of the rushes and 
reeds, depending upon his feet, and 
not his wings, when safety calls 
him to cover. With those stilty
legs he will do some remarkable 
running, but when he is caught, un-' 
awares, out in the open, he will, 
rise, and sometimes not till he is 
forced to it, having no love for 
flight. When flying he presents an 
odd, even ludicrous appearence, the 
legs helplessly dangling under him, 
his wings beating fast to keep up 
his momentum; he will then look 
like an undersized crane. H e will 
rarely rise over the tops of the 
reeds when making this short flight 
to safety. As I have noted the rail 
is built for using his legs. H e is 
rarely in evidence and only the 
painstaking student will be able to 
locate them, in their haunts, so in­
conspicuous do they make themsel­
ves, though their calls will be beard 
on every side, sometimes not more 
than ten or fifteen feet away. At 
keeping in cover the rail is a per­
fect wizard. Time and time again, 
while 1 have idled days away, on the 
great swamps, in summer, pursuing 
my students, from my flat bottomed 
craft, 1 have searched arduously and 
have been met with little or no suc­
cess, for they are wonderfully shy, 
and only after hours of waiting, will 
one step forth cautiously, surveying 
the world with modesty and awe, 
advancing only a few feet, but in­
variably again soon entering that 
wilderness of reeds and rushes and 
cat tail stalks. I' have made men­
tion that the rail is a prolific creat­
ure. This is startlingly true in 
every respect. The Minnesota 
swamps are their grounds for breed­
ing, the species most common and 
profuse being the well known mem­
ber, the soar. These little feather­
ed friends have nests and eggs in 
size, considering the size of the 
bird, that is one of the mysteries of 
Nature. I have seen nests one foot 
across, on which, in open sight, and 
in the full glare of the sunlight have 
been arrayed up to nine, twelve 
eggs, of a size quite a bit larger 
than those of the robin. How the 
bird is able to hatch these, I do not 
quite understand, but we must be­
lieve that the great mother sun must 
have a lot to do with the incubating 
system, helped more or less by the 
bird herself. These nests are often 
most floating contrivances, and what 
few are firmly, and safely set among 
the reeds can easily be taken apart 
or moved. The bird selects always 
some place in the open for her eggs, 
thus so tliat the eggs may have the 
benefit of the bird and the wealth 
of eggs and young she produces we 
can easily be led to believe her life 
is a busy one. And from the fact 
that none are killed, at least to any 
extent, in these northern states, they 
are found in ever increasing abun­
dance.
Rail migrate at night and come in 
the night, appearing in great bands 
somewhere about the season when 
the black-birds begin to populate th© 
swamps. It is indeed a mystery of 
Nature that they are able to fly the 
great distances put up to them, but 
it is done, every year, unerringly, 
like the pied-billed grebe (the “ liell- 
diver” ) that remarkable fellow we 
all know so well, which also makes 
its flight at night and keeps its ac­
tion closely concealed from the 
searching attention of man. But un­
like the fishy-tasting, leather-tough, 
“ hell diver,”  the rail furnishes a 
dainty for table fare unlike any 
found in the game bird family.
The only trouble is that they are 
practically thin of body, though twen­
ty or twenty-five of them will make 
quite an impression upon one if pre­
pared rightly. The call of the rail 
is a single note which is sounded at 
the top of the scale and is allowed 
to run its course till low and indis­
tinct; in fact it is nothing more or 
less than a whistling note quickly 
repeated, always the one note evi­
dent. When a boat is pushed 
through the swamps th© startled 
birds will take up the refrain from 
all sides and added to this the chat­
ter of the blackbirds, taken all In all
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it makes a great hub-bub indeed. Per­
haps the one and only manner of 
hunting the rail is by means of the 
boat, and the flat-bottomed hunting 
boat is pre-eminently the leader over 
all others. One man sits behind 
and guides the craft in and out over 
the watery places, where progress is 
admitted while the hunter sits for­
ward, gun ready for the first evideno j 
of the sly fellows. It demands in- 
dustriousness and skill and there is 
little doubt but that you earn every, 
atom you put away in your pockets. 
It goes without saying that the veryi 
finest variety of shot should be used 
for hunting the rail, the No. 12 pre-j 
ferred among all others. I have 
often used the rifle with shot shells 
and have experienced a certain de­
gree of sport in the performance 
though not always with success. 
Hunting on the marshes in the month 
of September for the rail is not 
without its pleasurable degree of ex­
citement and exhilaration. Usually 
ai this month the ducks have not be­
gun to come down from the ice pans 
of the north, and but scant success 
a ill be awaiting the ardent hunter 
for the latter specie, but there will 
always be the rail, with now and 
then a blue-wing teal duck thrown 
m for good measure. Moving out ini 
the early morning all will be silent 
and undisturbed; not one murmur 
will come up from the hazy waters,: 
only the boat as it is pushed for­
ward groaning over the deterring 
reeds and grasses, now and then glid­
ing swiftly over the open water 
spots. Providing you make for a 
blind you may catch a few ducks but 
when the sun gilds the east with the 
first rosy streamers of dawn then the 
world will come alive. Now and 
then one or another of th© birds
will flush and the gun will ring out 
sharp and clear on the morning air,
reverberating up and on over the 
hills and through the neighboring 
woods. Muskrats will now and then
slap their tails to the face of the 
waters and disappear below, to rise 
between the rushes somewhere to 
watch you in your tedious progress. 
However very few are the numbers 
of the rail hunters, as I have made 
remark, in the north. The bird is 
left almost namelessly to himself, 
being considered too inferior. Thanks 
to this attitude we will have rail 
shooting when all other game birds 
have become so scarce that we need 
eyes more than human clear to find 
them. Where there is an abundance 
of rail there will much sport be al­
lowed.
M A N Y  PAN AM A BIRDS
On one little island in Gatun 
lake, known as Lion Hill before im­
pounded waters of the Chagres river 
isolated it from the rest of the canal 
zone, are more species of birds than 
in any one locality in the western 
hemisphere. E. A. Goldman of the 
biological survey, department of ag­
riculture, in two short collecting 
trips to Panama has procured about 
300 different species of birds, and it 
is estimated a larger variety is to 
he found within th© limits of th© 
canal zone than in any one state in 
the United States—about 900. In 
the neighborhood of Gatun, at the 
Atlantic entrance of the canal, alone, 
no less than 250 species have been 
found.
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FORMER C O M M ISSIO NER OF T H E  
SEA AND SHORE F IS H E R IE S  
DIES FROM SHOCK.
RA ISING  S ILV E R  BLACK FOXES.
James Donaliue of Rockland, for­
merly state commissioner of sea and 
shore fisheries died at 12.45 at the 
Augusta House from the effects of 
a paralytic shock which he sustain­
ed last Thursday night while he was 
in that city to attend the meeting 
of the Develop Maine Movement. He 
was 57 years of age.
Mr. Donahue went to Augusta to 
aftend the meeting of the Maine 
Development movement and was on 
the program for an addrss on the 
lobster industry in this state. Some 
time during Thursday night he was 
stricken while in bed and it was 
several hours before that fact was 
ascertained.
Mr. Donahue lias long been promi­
nent in the politics of Knox county 
and state, and served two terms as 
commissioner of sea and shore fish­
eries, being first appointed by Gov. 
William T. Cobb and reappointed by 
Gov. eBrt M. Fernald. Mr. Donahue 
was engaged in the wholesale fish 
business at Rdckland.
He leaves a widow and daughter.
(Continued from page 1.) 
duced in this Province (P. E. Island) 
have secured very high figures in 
the London markets.
The prices obtained were sufficient 
to warrant a few ranches to start 
the business of breeding black and 
silver foxes in captivity and the re­
sults were so satisfactory from the 
returns secured from the pelts, that 
a few years ago the business was 
taken hold of by a number of others 
and has now spread the whole Prov­
ince, so that a larger proportion of 
the population (95,000) is financially 
interested in the breeding of black 
foxes than in any other enterprise 
or business proposition.
The price of animals for breeding 
purposes lias steadily increased until 
at the present time it would be 
difficult to secure a pair of good 
breeding animals for less than twen­
ty thousand dollars ($20,000). I am 
aware that the permanence of this 
industry will depend upon the main­
tenance of the standard of the fur 
and for that purpose those interest­
of a half dozen fur farmers in the 
Provinces who grew wealthy from 
pelts they sent to the London sales. 
The first company or corporation 
formed for the purpose of breeding 
the silver black fox as a business 
propo ition was formed in 1912. It 
was called the Charles Dalton Silver 
Black Fox Co., Limited, and was 
capitalized at $625,000, having as 
assets 20 pairs of silver black foxes. 
In October last the Dalton Co., paid 
a divideri?KJ'or the year 1913 of 40 
per cent. W. B. Prouse, general 
manager of the Dalton Co., writes as 
follows:
Dear Sir:—Answering your inquiry 
regarding the stability of the silver 
black fcx industry, I may say that 
I believe it is destined to become' 
one of the greatst industries in the 
world. The present high prices are 
being well maintained and I look for 
new records next year. The limited 
supply of pure bred is the cause of 
this, there being probably not more 
than 300 first class silver black 
foxes in existence in captivity, and,1 
the output of these are bought a 
year ahead by eager purchasers, who 
wish to start breeding farms of
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A L L  AROUND T H E  STA TE
Miss Rachel Marble of Brookline, 
Mass., has been the guest recently of 
her brother, W. S. Marble and family 
in Dixfield, where they are spending 
the winter.
Colonel and Mrs. Frederic E. Booth- 
by of Portland who left a short time 
ago for the South, are located in south­
ern Florida and are having a very pleas­
ant sojourn.
William G. Hill of Portland has been 
n Boston for a few days’ stay. He 
will have charge of the shooting gallery 
at the Woodfords Club Fair during the 
evenings ef this w'eek.
Wild ducks have gathered in great 
numbers around the lower Kennebec 
river and are wintering there with 
great suffering. Many are dead and 
others are dying by the dozen. It is 
supposed that they were fooled by the 
December weather.
Warden A. O Dennison reported last 
week to the office of the State Commis­
sion of Inland Fisheries and Game the 
prosecution of Frank O. Elsmore, who 
was tried before Trial Justice W. D. 
Whitney of Machias for having in his 
possession a partridge, February 15, 
Mr. Elsmore was sentenced to pay a 
fine of $16 and costs amounting to $9.72, 
from which sentence he appealed.
Sanford T. Pitcher of Portland, while 
snowshoeing near the Jenkins road in 
Saco, was mistaken for a rabbit and 
shot in the left leg by G. Frank Twom- 
bJy. Mr. Pitcher walked nearly a mile 
to the house of a farmer, who took him 
to the Webber hospital, where twelve 
birdshot were taken from his leg, and 
it was stated that he was in no danger 
unless blood poison should develop.
A flock of about 20 doves call twice 
or three times daily at the home of 
Mrs. Fred Heffermen on Grove street, 
Augusta, for their rations. For sever­
al years past this custom has been in 
force every winter. This winter two of 
the number have become so tame that 
they call at the window for admittance. 
They pick at the glass until the window 
is raised whereupon they enter the 
kitchen, feed from Mrs. Hefferman’s 
hand and can be fondled at pleasure. 
Mrs. Heffermen is a great lover of 
birds, and with the doves also come 
large flocks of sparrows at tiine3.
At the request of the members of 
the Duck Pond Improvement assoc­
iation, the commission of inland 
fisheries and game have consented to 
provide a liberal supply of landlocked 
salmon and red-spot trout fry for 
the waters of Duck pond. At the 
annual meeting of the association 
last month, the members voted to 
request the commission for addition­
al fish. A reply has just been re­
ceived from Chairman J. S. P. H. 
Wilson of the commission in which 
he says that the State officers are 
willing and anxious to do all they 
can in regard to supplying fry for 
the pond and will provide a liberal 
number of fish at the proper time. 
The sheet of water has been provided 
by the association -with one of the 
best screens in the State and the 
feed is excellent for the fish.
FOR K IL L IN G  P A R TR ID G E IN 
CLOSE SEASON.
The prosecution of A. A. Prescott 
of Sangerville for killing one par­
tridge in close season, was reported 
Tuesday morning at the office of 
the State Commission of Inland 
Fisheries and Game. A hearing 
was held Feb. 25 before Judge Hi­
ram Gerrish at the Piscataquis Mu­
nicipal court, Guilford, and Mr. 
Frescctt was found guilty and order­
ed to pay costs amounting to $6. The 
complaint was entered by Warden 
Howard Wood.
NOTES FROM OQUOSSOC
Tuesday morning, Feb. 24 ther­
mometers registered about as low 
as at any time this winter. At 
Mountain View the mercury went 
down to 38 degrees, while in Oquo- 
ssoc it varied, running from 36 to 
39 degrees at different places. At 
Welch’s, Haines Landing it was only 
24 degrees below, while at Indian 
Rock and Rangeley it was 38 below 
says the Journal.
Mrs. A. E. Blodgett and Mrs. C. 
J. Kipp were the hostesses at last 
Saturday evening’s whist party with 
enough for eight tables present. This 
was a very pleasant affair, one of 
the most enjoyable of the season, as| 
anyone who may have been passing 
the club rooms during the evening 
could testify. The usual refresh­
ments were served and duly appre­
ciated. Mrs. M. G. Thomas won the 
first ladies’ prize and Mrs. D. A. 
Bickford the consolation, while the 
first gentlemen’s prize was won by 
E. H. Lowell. H. O. Templeton and 
D. A. Bickford having equally low 
scores, cut for the prize which fell 
to Mr. Templeton.
Dr. F. C. 1 owler of New London, 
Conn., who lias a beautiful summer 
home here and who is much inter­
ested in motor boats, is having a 
new one made. Last spring his 
new boat, the Huntress, attracted 
much attention and was considered 
a fast and handsome boat, but it 
seems that the Doctor is to have a 
still finer one the coming season.
Garret A. Hobart of Paterson, N. 
J., who has a nice summer home on 
Mooselookmeguntie Lake, had his 
large motor boat, the Auto-go, 
shipped to New York recently. Bert 
Herrick and George Russell of Ran­
geley blocked and prepared it for 
shipment.
Game Warden E. H. Lowell of 
Haines Landing has bought a motor 
boat of Will Grant of Kennebago, 
which Ira Hoar hauled out for him 
by way of Rangeley.
E. 1. Herrick and L. D. Haley, the 
former of Rangeley village and the 
latter of West Rangeley, are on a 
two months’ trip to Georgia and Flor­
ida, with the intention of returning 
by way of Texas and Kansas.
W. J. Heald, proprietor of Heald’s 
Camps, South Rangeley, reports that 
lie was on South Bog Island the day 
before the big storm and saw where 
two bears liad traveled all over the 
island. Mr. Heald thought that he 
might easily have tracked them to 
tlieir den had it not been for losing 
the trail in a maze of deer tracks. 
It is supposed that these were the 
bears which Fred Fowler chased on­
to the island a year ago last fail.
Mrs. H. L. Welch entertained Mrs. 
Mabel Burns and her mother, Mrs. 
Kate Blair of Bowdoinham, at din­
ner, recently.
These Four Creatures Represent a Comfortable Fortune
ed are becoming more particular 
than ever in the selection of their 
stock but, for the careful investor, 
there is nothing that promises to 
produce such large returns as the 
black fox industry of P. E. I. There 
are companies in existence which wil 
pay this year from 40 to 75 per 
cent.
Job.' F. Whear.
P. O. Inspector in Pis Majesty’s 
.Service.
As a matter of fact the climate 
and soil of Maine are ideal for sil­
ver ranching and no better lo­
cation than that at Mirror Lake 
could be selected.
That successful fur farms are not
| their own.
| When this market is supplied, and 
we must depend upon the furs, large 
dividends will still be paid. As 
quoting from our own ranch sales 
sheet of April, 1910, where 24 pelts, 
the whole output of the ranch, aver­
aged $1400 per pelt in the London 
market. This would pay a dividend | 
on the present price of foxes of 
20 per cent, allowing 5 per cent more 
for replacing the stock as they grow | 
old (the cost of keep is so small 
that I do not reckon it in these fig- j 
ures), and if the price of furs ad­
vance as rapidly as they have during 
the past three years, within four or 
five years this estimate can be doub­
led with safety.
Our Own Mirror Lake, Wher^ New Fur Farm is Located
all confined to Canada is illustrat­
ed by the extraordinary profits made 
by L. C1. Woodbury from luis silver 
fox ranch located at Whitefield, N. 
H., in the White Mountains.
Mr. Woodbury, who, before em­
barking in the fox business a few 
years ago, was clerking in a store, 
iast week refused an offer of $600,- 
j00 for his fur farming interests. A 
letter from Mr. Woodbury follows:
Dear Sir:—I consider that the in­
dustry of silver fox farming is only 
yet in its infancy; that there is an 
immense future for the business and 
ti at the highest prices for good 
breeders has not yet been reached.
There is also a great future for 
the business in my estimation in the 
sale of pelts, and that wealthy 
Americans, as well as royalty, will 
use large numbers of these pelts as 
fast as the supply can be obtained.
The industry is already recognized 
as an established one and in a short 
time will he classed among the big 
ndustries of North America.
L. C. Woodbury,
Vice President and General Manager 
White Mountain Fur Co.
That the silver black fox could be 
reared successfully in captivity was 
kept a secret until 1910 by a group
For the above reasons I believe 
that the silver black fox industry, 
particularly in pure bred stock, is a 
permanent and thoroughly remunera-j 
tive business. And with scientific! 
breeding which we are introducing 
now, will give us results in the fu­
ture of which we do not dream at 
present.
Hoping this will be the information* 
you require, I remain
W. B. Prouse, j 
General Manager, The Charles Dalton 
Silver Black Fox Co., Ltd.
“ The World’s Record Ranch’’
The Boston News Bureau, the big 
financial organ of New England, j 
stated in a recent publication that 
the ten million dollars invested 
returned an average dividend of 5# 
per cent.
The Mirror Lake Silver Black Fox 
j  Ranching Co. will start business with 
five pairs of the best silver black 
foxes obtainable; also several pairs 
of patch or cross foxes and a num­
ber of mink. The company has a 
capital of $100,000. The land sur­
rounding MIrrQr Lake has been in 
the possession of the Cleveland fam­
ily for years and the directorate of 
the new company includes several
prominent local men as well as mem. 
oers of the Cleveland land family, 
Ray Cleveland, a son of William 
Ciev elanu, wno has spent the past 
year upon the most successful 
ranches in the States and Canada 
learning the business in detail, win 
nave care of the animals. Mr. Gleve. 
iund lias made'arrangements for go- 
operation with James C. Tuplin, a 
pioneer fox rancher of Conway, p, 
E. 1., often called the “Fox Ranch 
King.” All that Mr. Tuplin, himself 
a millionaire fur farmer, has learned 
through years of experience, will be 
at all times available to make the 
Mirror Lalje Company a signal su q , 
cess.
Scientifically constructed pens will 
prevent the escape of the foxes and 
they will be guarded by nignt and 
day by a watchman. Tire food is 
easily provided, consisting of milk, 
eggs, fish, horse meat, etc. With a 
fair measure of success" the Mirror 
Lake Company should return 50 per 
cent on the investment the coming 
year.
Incidentally Mr. Cleveland has a 
two-reel motion picture of the im. 
portant silver fox ranches and their 
owners. Here the black beauties 
whose pelts are worth many times 
tlieir weight in gold may be seen in 
actual motion. The pictures were 
taken after a recent snow storm and 
the contrast of the black fur against 
the snow gives a vivid picture that 
is wonderfully clear. The fox reels 
will he put on shortly at the leading 
motion picture houses in Rockland 
and Camden.
M. H. Bolger of the St. George  ^
Bay Fur Co., a large concern with 
ranches in P. E. Island and New­
foundland, will be a director in the 
Mirror Lake Company.
M IG R A TIN G  BIRDS.
Shore Lines and River Valleys 
Help Them in T h e ir "Flight
Experiences of aeroplane pilots 
with air currents have given to a 
noted English naturalist an explan­
ation for the fact that some birds 
in making their annual migrations 
fly along coast lines and along river 
valleys. Judging from aeroplane 
experience birds would find it re­
quired less effort to fly along such 
routes. In the daytime water cools 
the air on most days, and over the 
water there is a downward current 
of air, as indicated by the notice 
able sinking of aeroplanes and bal­
loons crossing over a pond. At the 
same time there is more or less of 
an upward current of air along the 
shore line.
Upward currents of air greatly 
help flight, and many kinds of birds 
are known to take full advantage of 
them. So the naturalist sees an op­
portunity for birds to take advantage 
of upward currents of air in migrat­
ing by day if they follow the coast 
of a sea or the bank of a river. The 
effect would be most marked on the 
windward side of the water, so that 
if the birds do not fly along that 
side near the water they ought to. 
Whether at night there is an ap­
preciable upward current of air over 
water is not so clearly established, 
but he believes it is likely and so 
would be of advantage to birds if 
they wished to use it.
A further explanation of such 
routes is that the birds might learn 
them in tlieir migrations, for shore 
lines are the easiest of all markings 
on the earth for an aviator to see 
and follow, while on a still night 
the waves on the shore can be heard 
high in the air, marking the shore 
line.
Tim e to Drag a Road.
If the traffic is very light, a good 
time^o dj-ag the road is immediately 
aftei^a, rain. However, for ordinary 
traffic, the best time to drag is when 
the mud will not stick to the drag but 
will slide along the edge, the drag 
taking a slice of earth off the high 
places and filling the small depres­
sions.
Rice as Food.
Rice forms nearly one-half of the 
cereal food of the world and „wheat Is 
the chief cereal food of the other half. 
The quantity of these „ two cere­
als produced is approximately the 
same, the’ latest estimate .placfftg the 
world’s lice crop at 175 billion pounds 
and the worlds wheat crop at 190 bib 
lion pounds.
Assist Nature. There are times 
when you should assist nature. It 
is now undertaking to cleanse your 
system—-if you will take Hood’s Sar­
saparilla the undertaking will be 
successful. This great m edicin® 
purifies and builds us as nothing 
else does.
CLASSIFIED
One c^nt n word in advance. No headline or 
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order
FOR SALE
FOR SALE—Village stand in Phillips 
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine 
Morrison.
FOR SALE—Beef by a side or 
quarter. B- F. Beal-
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch 
and able steam yacht, ’ *Wa-Wa”  of 
about 22 H. P. The U. S. Government 
inspection of 1911 showed her to be in 
first class condition. May be inspect­
ed at Camp Bellevue, Upper Dam, 
Maine. Price will be reasonable to a 
quick purchaser. Apply to Dr. Norton 
Downs, Ferdbcoke Farm, Three Tuns, 
Pa. Or Archer A. Poor at camp.
FOR SALE—Ed mom Dictating naa~ 
chime- In f.rst class cond tion. In­
quire at Maine Wpods office.
FOR SALE!— One of the best situat­
ed camps on the Richardson Lake. 
Fully furnished, electric lights, 13 
bedrooms, pool room, dining room, 
sitting room, guides’ camps, etc. 
Suitable for Club House. Address 
Mr. William J. Downing, Mason 
Building, Kilby Street. Boston, Mass.
FOR SALE— Six bedroom sets with 
white iron beds and mattresses, a 
refrigerator, chairs, telephone instru­
ment and small household articles. 
Mrs. Chas. Miner, Phillips, Maine.
W A N T E D .
WANTED—A few new milch cows 
and calves. A. S. Beedy, Phillips.
WANTED—Live coons. E. S. Gif­
ford, Auburn, Maine.
M IS C E L LA N E O U S .
GINSENG JOURNAL, Arrowsmith, 
111.—48 pages monthly. Vital inter­
est to ginseng and seal growers. 
Plants to set. 100 seeds premium 
to new subscribers. 50c year.
GET RID OF DUST ON ROADS
One of the Most Im portant Problems 
to Confront Highway Engineers—  
Two Methods Suggested.
(B y  L. W . P A G E .)
The most important problem which 
has confronted highway engineers in 
recent years is the getting rid of the 
dust on roads. Not until the introduc­
tion of motor vehicles, however, did 
this become a factor of sufficient im­
portance to engage the serious con- 
Blderation^of road builders and road 
users. Fast motor traffic has reached 
such proportions at the present time 
as to shorten the life of our most 
carefully constructed and expensive
Dust Raised by Automobile Traveling  
at High Speed.
macadam roads to a great extent, and 
to keep them in a loose and uneven 
condition.
The macadam road has been devel­
oped with the object in view of with­
standing the wear of iron-tired horse 
vehicles, and It has met successfully 
the demands of suburban and rural 
traffic until the advent of the auto­
mobile. When in its highest state of 
(Continued on page eight.)
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NEW (W AREH OU SE
434 Congress St.,
!•> \T L A M > , MAINE
!  E rects  in 1911, »nd p os itiv e ly  the only | 
F i.eproo i Hotel in the City *
= F.l vator Service, P rivate  mill Public H 
| K«th- and every convenience for tbe coin- | 
I f o i t o f  jruests including;
I HOT AND COLD RUNNING | 
i WATER AND LO '.aL  AND § 
1 LONG DISTANCE TELE- 1 
I PHONE IN EVERY ROOM 1
1 St’ liKNIMI* RESTAU RAN T CONNECTED | 
iF E A T U i INC PO U bA k P R I E MENUS | 
1 Am rican P L «  $2 EVO per day. upward | 
!  Em-n n PI n 81.00 per day, upw ard |
5  Letters o f inquiry regarding rates e t c . ,  prom ptly answ ered. HE
1 H E. THURSTON. K. F HI*' MELEIN. § 
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MRS. BURNS
ENTERTAINS
Rangeley Tavern Now Opened for 
Business and With Bright 
Prospects.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Rangeley, Mar. 3.—Solomon Oikle is 
ill with bronchitis and George Bourque 
is ill with pneumonia at the home of 
Mrs. Amanda Morrison, who is caring 
for them.
Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley was the guest 
of her sister, Mrs. W. V. Larrabee at 
Phillips the latter part of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan H. Ellis have 
j returned from their recent trip to Bos- 
! ton an$ New Jersey.
Mr. LeClare who was called to Coplin 
! by the serious illness of his wife re­
turned to Savage’s camps Tuesday,
I Levi Philbrick driving him in.
Mrs. C. C. Murphy and daughter, La- 
verna, were guests of Mrs. E. H. Whit- 
i ney at Phillips, Friday and Saturday.
Dr. A. M. Ross accompanied Mrs. E. 
C Huntoon, Mrs. Rolla Toothaker and 
! Master Dan Pillsbury to Portland last 
week. Mrs. Huntoon and Master Piils 
bury went to consult Dr. Moulton and 
returned with the Doctor Friday night, 
j Mrs. Etta Dill is the guest of her 
daughter, Mrs. Drew at Lewiston. Mrs. 
Susan Thibodeau has charge of her 
store during her absence.
Mrs. Phineas Tracy who has been the 
guest of her sisters at Laconia, N. H., 
and York, Me., has returned home af- 
, tet a three weeks’ visit.
Miss Alice Sweetser who has been 
I visiting friends in town this winter, 
left Tuesday morning to visit friends in 
Wilton and Auburn before returning to 
her home in Pownal.
Mrs. Rolla Toothaker underwent an 
operation at Dr. Abbott's private hos­
pital Friday morning. Mrs. Toothaker 
had the misfortune to fall over a rug 
late in the summer injuring her knee 
quite bably. Mrs. Toothaker is more 
comfortable at this writing.
Miss Muriel Hoar, Miss Marion Quim- 
by and Estella Huntoon, Hayden Hun­
toon, Howard Herrick and Lester Ma. 
gune enjoyed an outing at Herrick’s 
Camps recently.
Two candidates were admitted to 
membership in the Pythian Sisters 
; Thursday night. At the close of the 
w >rk delicious oyster stew, cake and 
coffee were served by the following 
committee: Alice Herrick, Helen Hun­
toon and Edna Hinkley.
Dr. A. M. Ross has recently added 
to his private hospital a microscope and 
full laboratory equipment. This gives 
Rangeley a hospital fully equipped for 
j both general and special work.
Albert O’Brien of Lewiston spent a 
few days with his father, Patrick O’­
Brien last week.
Clarence Meade met with an injury 
while boxing. He fractured one of the 
bones between the nasal cavity and the 
eye, allowing the air to escape into the 
tissue of the eyelid. While the injury 
is probably not serious, he will retire 
from the ring for a time at least.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Crowell were in 
town Thursday on business.
Miss Susie Tibbetts and Mrs. John 
Madden have completed their duties at 
the central office. Miss Mona Loomis 
is in charge now.
Frank N. Haines, who has been 
surveying lumber for A. L. Savage, 
camp No 3, Coe & Pingree estate 
has concluded his duties and spent 
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. A. 
M. Hoar. He left Tuesday morning 
for Lewiston to join his family who 
have been spending the winter in 
Lewiston.
Geo. M. Esty returned from Brun­
swick Saturday night after visiting 
his daughter, Mrs. Geo. McGraves. 
Mrs. Esty will spend some few weeks 
at the home of Dr. Peabody, Rich­
mond, before returning home.
Fr. McLaughlin of Farmington was 
in town over Sunday.
John Rufus Wilbur, Abram Ross, 
and Ralph Morton, who have been 
in the woods this winter have moved 
their families to their respective 
homes in the village.
A baby girl arrived at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pillsbury Feb. 
27.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. McCard were 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Haley 
at Spotted Mountain Thursday.
H. E. Pickford has returned from 
New York, where he was called by 
the death of his sister.
Wednesday was a great day for 
runaways. The horses belonging to 
Dr. Colby, Ernest Hinkley and The 
Big Store were the principal parti­
cipants. Fortunately no damage
was done.
Mr. and Mi's. J. A. Russell, M. D. 
Tibbetts and daughter, Miss Susie 
left Monday morning via Oquossoc 
for Boston to attend the Hardware 
convention.
Miss Eugene Easely, who has 
been attending business college at 
Portland the past winter is spending 
her vacation at home.
Mrs. Alonzo Dill and Mrs. Wealthy 
Loomis returned Saturday night 
from Farmington after spending a 
few days with Mrs. Rob Welch.
Mrs. Bernard Ellis and Master 
Amos were guests of Mrs. James 
Ross the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Herrick left 
Saturday for a few weeks’1 visit in 
Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. Stewart Dow and children, 
who have been spending the winter 
with her parents in New Brunswick 
returned home Friday.
Mrs. F. B. Burns delightfully en­
tertained a party of ladies at her 
I home last Wednesday evening at 
i whist. Dainty refreshments of lem- 
! on sherbet, cake and coffee were 
| served. During the evening choco­
lates were passed and several selec- 
1 tions were played by Mrs. Burns 
: with her new Victrola. The prizes 
| were awarded as follows: First 
j prizes, Mrs. James Mathieson and 
Mrs./ Ira Hoar, a burnt leather bag 
I and a burnt wood box, respectively. 
The consolation prizes were tape 
j measures which fell to the lot of 
j Mrs. G. L. Kempton and Miss Oliver.
| The following ladies were present: 
Mrs. A. M. Ross, Miss Oliver, Mrs. 
F. B. Colby, Mrs. W. F. Oakes, Mrs. 
A. M. Hoar, Mrs. C. M. Cushman, 
Mrs. Jas. Mathieson, Mrs. W. E. 
Tibbetts, Miss Muriel Hoar, Mrs. C.
H. Neal, Mrs. C. W. Barrett, Mrs.
I. D. Hoar, Mrs. Josephine Marshall, 
Mrs. Herbert Spiller, Mrs. N. D. 
Quimby, Mrs. E. B. Herrick, Mrs. 
Alvah Sprague, Mrs. G. A. Proctor, 
Mrs. E. I. Herrick, Mrs. H. A. Fur­
bish, Mrs. H. W. Badger, Mrs. F. 
C. Porter, Mrs. H. C. Riddle, Mrs. 
E. M. Soule, Mrs. G. L. Kempton, 
Mrs. T. F. Tibbetts.
The Rangeley Tavern opened Mon­
day under the management of N. 
H. Ellis & Son. Reed H. Ellis of­
ficiates as clerk. The Tavern will 
be run in a strictly first class and 
up-to-date manner, Mr. Ellis having 
had some experience in hotel work. 
The towns people are glad to see 
the Tavern open once more. With 
the facilities that Rangeley offers 
for winter sports it is hoped to make 
tills place popular as a winter re­
sort also. The proprietors have for 
distribution an attractive booklet 
which sets forth the beauties of the 
Place in a pleasing manner. The 
management are planning to enter­
tain their friends at an early date 
in their usual hospitable manner. 
Mrs. Susan Thibodeau has charge of 
the dining room and Miss Mary 
Mulkern lias charge of the culinary 
department. All unite in wishing 
the new management the best of 
success in their new enterprise.
The many friends of the Boy 
Scouts are much interested in the 
entertainment they are planning to 
give next Friday night at the Grange 
hall. The boys will exemplify some 
of their work and have also provided 
an interesting entertainment. The 
boys are working hard and deserve 
hearty support.
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Gould, who 
have been employed at Austin Hink- 
ley’s the past winter have returned 
to Stratton.
Mrs. F. B. Burns and Mrs. Her­
bert Welch enjoyed a trip in the
Commonwealth Hotel 
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Offers room with hot and 
cold water for $1.00 per day 
and up, which includes free 
use of public shower baths.
Nothin;} to Equal This in New England
Rooms with private baths 
for $1.50 per day and up; 
suites of two rooms and bath 
for $4.00 per day a>nd up.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Strictly a Temperanoe Botel
Send for Booklet
STORER F. GRAFTS, Gen. Manager
woods Friday and Saturday making! and interest; voted $50 reward for
a trip to Savage’s camps and the 
Berlin Mills’ store house on Cupsup- 
tic.
Dr. Stuart and G. M. Esty are 
boarding at the Tavern.
Through mistake, mention of the 
celebration of the Golden Jubilee as 
observed by Oquossoc Lodge K. of 
P. No. I l l ,  was omitted in the last 
issue.
At the special meeting held Thurs-
dEy; 19’ ‘ 1,e raEk °£ Page Wafj Continuous M a l ^ T c e  Keeps High-conterred on Harrison Brown. A[ ways Always in Good Co„ drtlon—
arrest of parties breaking and enter­
ing summer cottages; voted to raise 
salary of town clerk from $10 to $20; 
voted to raise $35 for observance of 
Memorial day; elected O. R. Rowe, 
E. C. Hinkley and Geo. D. Huntoon 
as committee for observance and 
spending of money raised.
EFFECTUAL REPAIR OF ROADS
fine Historical sketch of the order 
was prepared and read by Rev. H. 
A. Childs. A fine oyster stew was 
enjoyed by all at the close of the 
exercises.
Sunday evening Rev. H. A. Childs 
presented illustrated lecture entitled 
New America for the New American. 
Owing to the inclemency of the 
weather only a small congregation 
was present.
Friday night the Odd Fellows con-
Friday night the Odd Felolws con­
ferred the 3rd degree on one candi­
date. At the close of the meeting 
a banquet was served.
At the Rangeley Corporation meet­
ing held Monday, March 2, 1914,
it was voted to place extra lights 
at the upper end of Pleasant street. 
A committee was also appointed to 
investigate th« taking over of the 
Rangeley water company as follows: 
C. C. Murphy, A. L. Oakes and 
James Mathieson. Voted to raise 
$1050 to light streets; voted to raise 
$1225 for hydrant service; voted to 
raise $100 for support of fire de­
partment; voted to raise $150 for 
corporation charges; voted to raise 
$150 for repairs on engine house; 
total $2675.
The following Board of Assessors 
was elected: Geo. Russell, Geo. 
Esty, Fred Hinkley.
Miss Sadie Oliver, who has been 
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Eugene 
Soule left for her home in Nova 
Scotia, Saturday.
A party of neighbors and friends 
pleasantly surprised Mrs. Betsey Tib­
betts Saturday evening, the occasion 
being her birthday. Refreshments of 
ice cream and cake were served, Mrs. 
Tibbetts being the recipient of two 
beautiful birthday cakes one decorat­
ed with 60 candles. The cakes 
were presented by Mrs. Arthur Arn- 
burg and Mrs. Frank Huntoon. The 
party which was a complete surprise 
was planned by Miss Rena Tibbetts, 
Miss Esther and Lena Raymond. 
Mrs. Tibbetts received many nice 
gifts. Those present were Mr. and 
Mrs. Isaiah Welch, Mrs. Frank Hun­
toon, Mrs. Verne Pillsbury, Miss 
Susie Wilbur, Mrs. Arthur Arnburg, 
Mrs. Guy Brooks, Mrs. Clara Rector, 
Axel Tibbetts and the young ladies 
who planned the party.
James Mathieson was up from 
Indian Rock to spend a few days at 
home and to attend town meeting.
Mrs. Chas. M. Pease left Friday 
morning for her home in Anson after 
spending two weeks with her daugh­
ters, the Misses Mabel and Hannah 
Pease.
At the Rangeley town meeting held 
Monday, March 2, 1914, the follow­
ing officers were elected: H. A. 
Furbish, moderator; J. Sherman Hoar 
clerk; O. R. Rowe, treasurer; Se­
lectmen, first C. L. Harnden, second 
Austin Hinkley, third L. D. Haley. 
C. C. Murphy was elected member 
of school board for three years; 
Constable, Wm. Tomlinson; Truant 
Officers, Fred Hinkley and Cleff S. 
Hill; Surveyors of lumber, wood 
and bark, A. L. Oakes, James Mat- 
Meson, Geo. E. Russell, Lovell D. 
Lawrence, Reed H. Ellis; Sealer of 
weights and measures, J. Sherman 
Hoar. Voted to raise following 
amounts for respective purposes: 
Supt. of schools and text hooks, 
$2800; repair of schoolhouses, $350; 
support of poor, $300; repair of high­
ways and bridges, $2,300; breaking 
winter roads, $400; to pay interest 
on town bonds, $600; building and 
repairing sidewalks, $1000; library 
association, $500; discount on taxes, 
$650; Rangeley water company, $275; j 
town charges, $300; town office for, 
use of selectmen, $75; town officers, 
$1000; $666 for state road. The fol­
lowing business was also transacted: 
Voted to abate back taxes assessed 
against Tomlinson & Colby on elec­
tric light plant; to sell interest in 
their weights and measures, stand-
Advantage Self-Evident.
The need of effectual repair and 
maintenance of highways has now be-' 
come well recognized. The resulting 
demand for better methods and more 
certain results is insistent. The office 
of public roads of the department of 
agriculture is making a strong effort 
to focus the mind of the country on 
the fact that maintenance and ef­
fective repair are of equal importance 
with the actual improvement of bad j 
roads. Investment of money In new i 
roads does not become real economy 
until provision is made for keeping 
these new roads in condition after 
they are built. If a new road was 
built and then allowed to fall into! 
disrepair, much of the original invest­
ment is simply wasted.
Europe, generally speaking, is ahead' 
of the United States in the matter 
of road improvement, but Great 
Britain is struggling with a problem 
similar to the one that confronts the 
people of the United States. In Eng­
land, Scotland and Wales there are no 
fewer than 2,140 separate authorities 
who between them administer 175,487 
miles of roads, or an 'average of only 
82 miles apiece. In Scotland, apart 
from the big cities there are over 200 
burghs, one-half of which have 10 
miles of road apiece to maintain. 
Needless to say, such a minute mile­
age is insufficient to keep the road 
plant fully occupied all the year 
around, and renders the employment 
of a skilled engineer impossible for 
economical reasons.
Officials of the office of public roads, 
when called upon for assistance by 
the various staes, are pointing out 
that road building is an art based on 
a science, and that trained men and 
experienced men are necessary to se­
cure the best results from the expen­
diture of road funds.
Statisticians have found that al­
though the average expenditure on 
the improvement of roads exceeds one 
million dollars a day, a large portion 
of the money in the United States is 
wasted because of the failure to build 
the right type of road to meet the 
local requirements or the failure to 
provide for the continued maintenance 
of the improvement.
During the last two decades there 
has been a remarkable development of 
road building which is intimately as­
sociated with state aid and state con­
trol, especially In the region north of 
the Ohio and east of the Mississippi
Road Showing Stacks of Stone By the 
Wayside for Repairs.
rivers. Tbe evolution of present day 
conditions in this section, is particu- 
(Continued on page eight.)
GUNS AND  
I S H - R O D S
William F. Nye is the great­est authority on refined oils in the world. He was the first bottler; has the largest business and NYOIL is the best oil he has ever made.
N YO IL has no equal.
Beware <>f scented mixtures called 
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
s whore a light oil is required. It pre- 
ards to adjoining plantations; voted ■} vents rust and gives perfect lubrica- 
to accept the gift of the clock which! , 
was given by Mrs. Lucy H. Bowdoin 
and selectmen were instructed to!! 
acknowledge acceptance of same.
The highway laid out from ffeo. W. |
Ross to land owned by Lincoln 
E. Hoar and Fred L. Pillsbury about 
a mile in length was accented. Vo*ed 
to raise $2400 to pay o” tstandirg or­
ders and interest and the * lft00 nMe
tion Sportsmen, use it liberally on 
your firearms and your rod. You will 
find it by far the best Hardwa’ e and 
sno.L.gg /»<<ds dealers sell it in large 
bottl*— Gi-,nper to buy) at 25 c. and 
in triai at io e, Made by
WM. F. N YE,
N«w Bedford, Mass.
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RIFLEMEN I
HAVE KNOWN
o f' his comprehension.
Gilman is short and well built. 
He is very dark, and wears his 
hair rather long. He has an im­
pressive black mustache and a bit 
of a spike on his under lip. He in­
variably wears a broad-brimmed Stet­
son hat. He dresses in a fashion 
that is so winning, and fits him so 
well that among a thousand lie would 
be noted. He looks much like a 
mixture of Wild Bill and William 
»Cody. Taken all in all I have 
never seen a man who is so conspic 
uous and at the same time so unap- 
If you understand and
I.—Charles Lewis Gilman
By Robert Page Lincoln
There is no doubt in my mind in 
the least but that our dear human 
brother C. L. Gilman is a firearms 
authority. Not the least. I am 
fully satisfied after a mutual friend­
ship with the subject of this sketch 
that he knows more about guns, and 
ballistics, trajectory and wire-bound; proachable 
bullets than I could hope to learn' appreciate the matter of rifles Gil- 
if I lived to the serene and know ing'man will meet you with open arms 
age of three hundred odd years. Begin something else and you might 
Gilman, or Gil as we used to call as well talk to a tomb.
him, has a hobby, well defined and it 
blazes out like a star in the firma-
Let drop a sly mention about guns 
Instantly his face will undergo a
ment. He not only loves guns, but change. Centuries of inertia will
he has guns, and he can shoot just 
about as keen and thorough as any­
one I have ever seen. Gilman is 
no man of theory. If there is any­
thing that friend Gilman wishes to 
find out he finds it out amid brim­
stone and gunpowder, and in the end 
he emerges with a smile upon his 
countenance that resembles nothing 
so much as a cold and glaring muz­
zle of a Ross rifle. I wish to rid 
myself of something. Gilman may be
drop from his perfect shoulders. The 
with rapid-fire sureness he will as­
sail everything within vision. He 
will dissect each and every part of 
a gun. He will talk hours at a 
time. This is Gilman; a picture 
taken of him in the Lincoln mental 
factory.
I first knew Gilman when he start­
ed his weekly paper The Open, in 
Minneapolis, a publication that aimed 
to enroll an audience in the unap
able to smile. I have not seen him predated northwest, Minnesota es- 
in his jubilant moments. Ho smiled pecially, and neighboring states in 
once and I shivered in my editorial consequence. My duty upon the 
chair. , paper was to help things along to
Gilman has a face over which is the best of my capacity. I was  ^
drawn a shroud of inscrutible, un- paid a good price. Gilman paid reg- 
fathomable solemnity. He will sit ularly as though his life depended 
in his chair a perfect picture of a upon it. I have always puzzled, 
sphinx. Time and Tide disturb him over how I could repay him for his; 
not. His features are implacable kindness, but I have never been able 
and immovable. Not a muscle quiv-j to approach him. The Open run 
ers. His dark and forbidding eyes; for several months and great efforts 
impale you; and they rake you like were made to find a place for it in 
a broadside from a warship. He! the literature of the north but it 
says little, thinks much. There is failed right along and in the end 
something about him that is mysteri- staggered to its death—what prornis- 
ous. You can never understand him. ed to be one of the brightest pieces 
The best system is to never try, for of reading matter I have seen. Gil- 
it is impossible. He is honest to man had thrown his entire energy)^ 
the extent that it is fanatical. A over to it. It was to become his 
rigid, righteous soul who thinks and life’s work, I understand. Had en­
acts along the plane of rifles. Whose ough capital been extended, had Gil- 
words are more like soft nose bul- man had interested and understand- 
lets expanding in red meat. Who ing backers to tide him over the se- 
stalks among mankind an impressive; vere period the proposition would 
and disdainful figure, followed by have been as good as any. But with 
the curious eyes of the populace; so many outdoor magazines already 
but neither to right nor to left does upon the market the competition 
Gilman glance. To all effect the was singularly enforced and a happy 
.hvorld might not be within the realm journal went down, let us hope, not
to death—that it may some day be 
resurrected!
Gilman gave evidence of many od­
dities of his character. For in­
stance, in the office I would covert­
ly study him and try to penetrate 
through the exterior. But he was
an unsolved mystery. But one day
imagine to my surprise he brought 
out some verse he had written, and 
in even a shy manner entirely for­
eign to his nature asked me if I 
wanted to hear them. I said I did. 
And he began to read them. They 
were staccato affairs, rapid-fire me­
ter, full of unblushing, and often un­
comfortable, even bloodthirsty asser­
tions, that made me cringe in my 
sensitive, highly wrought self. They 
were a mixture of Bert Harte mid 
Kipling; they had dash and vigor. 
They were absolutely soft-nosed and 
wire bound. Toward the end of each 
the velocity was simply startling. I 
told him they were good and I hop­
ed lue would continue writing them. 
He said it was out of his line but 
that he had always wanted to be a 
poet. He had been a bosom friend 
of Arthur Upson, an illfated north­
western poet, of singular note. When 
Upson died, Gilman took it as a 
blow. It seems odd how love for a 
poet will work upon the sensibilities 
of a human. In life we note that 
a poet is regarded more or less as
small twenty-five twenty. We ranged ica’s oldest hunters was gathered to 
that swamp, and we might have got- his fathers . He was a native of 
ten that wolf but Gilman found me Ontario, born in Toronto 75 years 
later, uninterested in depredating an- ago. After wandering all over the 
imals, seated in somnolent content- North American continent, he went 
ment before a raspberry busk loaded to Brandon in 1881 where he settled 
down with succulent berries. I ask- on a homestead. Before that time 
ed Gilman if he had seen a wolf; lie spent some time on the Canadian 
he said no, I have not seen him. He Pacific surveys in the Rocky moun* 
asked if the berries were good. I tains. As an expert in any form of 
said yes. Well, Bob, he said let’s game hunting he had few equals and
call it a day!
FISH  NO TES FROM T H E  N O R T H ­
W E S T .
Colin Fraser, who has been trad­
ing in the north country the last 26 
years, arrived in Edmonton a few 
days ago with a catch of furs, which,
no superiors, and owing to tills fact 
he was specially chosen to accompany 
the Duke of York (now King George) 
during his visit to Canada, to Sena­
tor Kirckhoffer’® shooting base at 
York Lodge. Latterly he has been 
a clerk in the Land Titles office 
at Brandon.
Freighters operating north of Ed- 
i monton to the settlements beyondlie said, is the largest he has made 
in 10 years. His pack included the 55th parallel of latitude, report 
pelts of 17 silver, 70 cross and 45 that thousands of tons ot freight and
white foxes, 56 otter, 30 lynx, 460 supPlies wil1 not reach thelr destlna- 
marten, 21 wolverines and several 1^0n this season, owing to the mild.; 
bear skins. He made the trip weather and lack of snow. Hundreds 
south from Fort Cliipewyan to Fort men are on the way north at the 
McMurray with four dog teams, and present moment and hundreds more 
from the last named point to Atka- expect to start within the next 30’ 
basca with horses. Fraser was days- .- t^ the latest the brakeup 
much incensed over reports sent out was eXPected by March 10. 
by irresponsible parties in the north ® enry Rosenbaum, representing* 
that he was lost. One of these re- the firm of Ramelson & Levinson, fur 
ports was acted upon by the Royal dea e^rs» arrived in Edmonton a few 
North West Mounted Police, who dis- days ag0 from the Battle river dIa* 
patched a man to search for him. trict, bringing with him foxes and
pelts to the value of $14,000. The 
consignment consisted of two live 
black and three live silver foxes, 
and 11 silver fox skins. T he ani­
mals have been purchased for breed­
ing purposes by Edmonton ranches, 
while the pelts, with others, will be 
sent to St. Petersburg, Russia.
A M E R IC A N  F IS H IN G  R IG H TS
P iatt Andrew Talks W ith  Presi­
dent and Sec. Bryan.
I •. .....
A 1 I ' J
W ell-Filled Pantries
Make Happy Families
A good supply of real old-fashioned home-baked bread 
and cake and pies means the best of good living and 
a row of smiling faces three times a day.
Use William Tell Flour and make home bak 
ing easy—no such thing as failure.
Goes farthest, too, more loaves to the 
sack, helping you keep down the cost 
of living. Milled only from Ohio 
Red Winter Wheat by our own 
_  k special process, it is richest in
'*»■ * nutritive value.
H U N TE R S  A T  SEBOEIS
m
Your grocer will have it— 
when you order your 
next supply, specify
\\
w
Washington, Feb. 26—A. Piatt An­
drew, former assistant secretary of 
the treasury, talked with President 
Wilson and Secretary Bryan to-day 
about obtaining equal rights for A- 
merican fishermen in Newfoundland 
and Canadian waters. Secretary Bry­
an said he was looking into the 
matter and promised that an effort 
would be made to secure such privi­
leges. Mr. Andrew was accom­
panied by Captain George Peeples, 
president of the Master Marines of 
Gloucester, Mass., Capt. William 
Thomas and Thomas Carroll, presi­
dent of the Gloucester Board of 
Trade.
At the conference with Secretary 
Bryan, Mr. Andrew discussed exist­
ing regulations governing the New- 
! foundland fisheries, and told the 
! Secretary they work unevenly and 
i impose unnecessary hardship upon 
I American fishermen.
The permanent mixed fisheries 
I commission which, under the treaty 
of 1909, was created to pass upon 
such regulations as might be enact­
ed by the Newfoundland government 
lias not been appointed, though an 
agreement has been reached for an 
I umpire.
It is probable that one result of 
Mr. Andrew’s representations to Sec­
retary Bryan will be to hasten the 
appointment and organization of 
tills commission.
T H E  K IN D  ONE CAN SECURE T H E R E .
L oaned  b y  C ourtesy  o f the K en nebec Jou rn al, A u gu sta .
an open joke, ready for ridicule and D. S. Mackenzie of Fort McMurray,
ou., KM I L-L.I PS, MAINE..
Catches by the neck or body in­
stead of the feet, killing instantly 
without injuring the pelt. A hu­
mane feature that is very com ­
mendable; BESIDES IT SAVES 
EVERY PITH POR THE T R A P ­
PER. The only trap ever con­
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP 
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot 
p-dal trip. An ideal trap for sav­
ing furs of mink, skunk, “ coon” , 
etc. There is no escape, the trap­
per gets every pelt.
An  VIP brings illustrated Guide Ul B giving the first time in print the treasured secrets o f the 
wisest old trappers in this country. 
It’s worth dollars to you.
TRAPPERS' SUPPLY G o ., Bos W, OAK PARK, ILL.
pleasant condemnation and obscur­
ity, and yet let them die and they 
at once take a serious place in our 
comprehension.
Gilman would sit in the office 
and talk guns to me till I felt my­
self faint and irresolute toward life. 
One day he took down a Bannerman 
catalogue and at two o’clock he be­
gan telling me the merits, and de-
who accompanied Fraser on the 
down trip, brought these pelts: Red 
foxes, 189; silver, 21; mink, 479; 
lynx, 69; rats, 113; bear, 9; wolves, 
14; wolverines, 2; weasels, 137; ot­
ter 20; skunk, 15, and two coyotes.
Speaking of foxes, Thomas McClel­
land of Fort McMurray, reports that 
people should not forget his dis- 
merits of the many and varied feat- j trict as one of the centers for the 
ures listed in its pages. When we; capture of these valuable animals, 
were through Gilman closed 
book with a begrudging sigh and 
said: well Bob, let’s call it a day.
Later it was chronicled abroad throug 
the city of Minneapolis that a wolf 
was seen in a swampp within the lim­
its. Gilman and I at once instituted a
the McClelland, who is a fire ranger in 
the McMurray district, finds profi­
table occupation during the winter 
months in trapping. That he is 
successful is shown by the fact 
that upon his arrival in Edmonton 
recently he brought a bundle of 126 
bunt more for the joke of it than j fox pelts . These include one prime 
anything else. Gilman was dressed black skin, three silvers, and twen- 
in a manner that I will never for-1 ty-nine cross foxes, the rest being 
get. He had his broad-brimmed hat of the red variety, 
on liis massive, and luxuriant black
curls. His face was never so for­
bidding. He had a scarlet bandanna 
handkerchief around liis throat. He 
had wide yellow breeches on, and he 
carried a high power rifle. I had a
When C. C. Helliwell, known all 
over the western country as “ Tip" 
Helliwell, died at Brandln, (Man.,) 
hospital the night of February 9, 
following an operation, one of Amer-
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be 
cause it Reaches the People You
W ant for Customers. T ry  It.
Growing Children
Must B8 Watched
Children are subject to many min­
or ills, which unchecked speedily 
turn into serious sickness.
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine given 
promptly, checks these little ills. 
Used regularly as a Tonic, it is a 
splendid preventative of childhood 
ills.
For relief of stomach and bowel 
troubles, It is unsurpassed. 
Eastbrook, Me.:
“ I and my family use "L. F." At­
wood's Medicine freely, keeping it 
in the house at all times.
It is beneficial in many ways, es­
pecially for children, who have so 
many little complaints with stomach 
and bowels."
(Signed) Mrs. A. B. Jellison.
Safeguard Your children with the 
big 35 cent bottle—at all dealers.
FREE Sample by mail from 
“ L. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, 
Me.
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A B IR D  W A R D E N
Who Is Playing the Part of Quercus 
in Actual Practice.
Last fall members of the summer 
colonies at Cornish and Meriden, N. 
H., poets, artists and bird lovers 
did a great thing for the cause of 
bird protection. They approached 
it on the easthetic side through the 
gilded gateway of social prestige 
Guided by Ernest Harold Baynes, the 
naturalist, Percy McKaye, the poet 
and playwright, wrote the now 
famous bird masque and introduced 
to the world several characters 
hitherto unknown on any stage. 
Ornis, the bird spirit, was one, and 
that the door of social prestige 
might swing very wide, Miss Eleanor 
Wilson, daughter of the newly-elect­
ed president took the part. Another 
character in the masque was Quer­
cus, the faun. Now' fauns are not 
unknown to poetry or the stage, but 
surely never before was a faun ap­
pointed a bird warden. Such was 
the duty of Quercus, working under 
the direction of Shy, the naturalist. 
He became, instead of a reveler of 
the woods, in his own language a 
box joiner, bath cementer, mason, 
seed storer, water carrier, worm 
steward, nest warden, tree-house 
thatcher, man chaser and mouse 
catcher. Very quaint and humorous 
was the play of Joseph Lyndon 
Smith in that part of Quercus the 
faun, but in all quaintness and in all 
its humor it did not fail to bring out 
the serious aspect of the work which 
such a warden of the wild might well 
do in the cause of bird protection.
From poetry in the groves far 
among the New Hampshire hills, to 
prose facts in a Massachusetts sub­
urban town may seem a long stride 
but already the stride has been tak­
en.
During the latter part of the leg­
islative season on Beacon Hill last 
year, the following act was passed. 
"Cities by a vote of the city council 
and towns by the vote at a town 
meeting may appropriate money for 
the protection and encouragement of 
birds which live upon insects injuri­
ous to crops and trees. Such protec­
tion and encouragement may include 
the appointment and payment of 
bird wardens." The father of this 
bill was the Rev. William R. Lord of 
Dover, Mass., which town is fortu­
nate in counting him among its cit­
izens. He is an ornithologist, has 
traveled widely, studied and written 
much about birds, been the author of 
a standard work on birds of Oregon 
compiled during a stay in that state 
and it was most fitting that in his 
town the first town bird warden in 
Massachusetts should be appointed. 
This took place at an adjourned 
meeting in the summer and sufficient 
time has now elapsed, not to prove 
definitely how effective such an offi­
cial can be, but to show what his 
duties become and how well he is-----------------------------------------------
able to carry them out.
Dover’s bird warden is William F.
eally protected at all times. Iu some 
places, they raid the apple and pear 
orchards, eating the half-ripe fruit 
mainly for the seeds. They devour 
cherries, and in some sections the 
June berries, as the fruit of the 
shad-bush is sometimes called, which 
never get ripe enough for the birds 
to feed upon, hut the squirrels eat
or the hole-nesting birds will scorn 
our efforts to please them. Nor,
DeMerritt, a native of the state, who is that enough. The right boxes 
uas lived most of his life in or near must be put up in the right places, 
the towu in which he now takes up in Europe, bird boxes, put up in the 
‘.his new and very interesting work, depths of the wood are occupied be­
lie is a man familiar with the woods cause the starling and titmouse are 
and wild creatures. j uncustomed to nest in the woods.
It is pleasant to note how well the Here, in New England, the star- 
poet in his rhapsody forecasted for IinS» which is an imported bird—in-[them green. It is reported, too, in 
his poetic creation the actual work 'Iced many people call it an import-; some sections that it is quite im- 
wliich, the plain practical man finds ed pest—is numerous only in a few ) possible to collect seed of the white 
to do as bird warden. Amongst localities and we have but one tit-j pine which is now in great demand 
other duties which Quercus named uiouse—the chickadee. He does not for forestry purposes because the 
was that of man-chaser. He named care for a nest in the depths of the squirrels gnaw the half-pine cones 
it last, but in the practical work it woods, but much prefers a hole iu from the trees and eat the seeds, 
seems to come very near the first. |a willow along the banks of the As for the red squirrel, there can
The Dover bird warden started streaiu- Hence, the bird box which be little sympathy for him. He is 
early a campaign against the illegal wouid attract the chickadee should a weasel iu disguise, active, arrant, 
snooting of birds in his district and be put up 011 border °f the shrub- and bloodthirsty—a most vicious 
.ie found very much to do. In the beiy or of the woodland rather than enemy to bird life, 
suburban districts the chief enemy in its depths. If you would have a It is probable that the work of a 
ox the bird oftentimes is man. Most ila 'ebird, y°u may well put the box j properly equipped town or city bird 
of the gunners held up by the war- up on a building or on a shade tree,; warden is one of the best forms of 
den in Dover proved to have a li- in eitlier case uot to°  high from the insurance which we can have against 
cense to shoot, but that of course did sroU;nd- The bluebird will some- the destructive work of insects. The 
lot give them license to shoot out times nest in a desirable tenement classic elms of the Harvard yard 
of season or birds which the law pro- forty feet high . I have known one went to their destruction simply be- 
cccts during season. The very fact to nest in a convenient hole barely cause the yard lacked woodpeckers, 
of the continuous presence iu the a foot from ground. But a blue- cue may often see on Boston Com-'1 
woods of an authorized bird warden bIrd box to be surely attraf tive> may mon gangs of men working with ex­
lid much to keep the licensed bun- wel1 he put from six to fifteen feet tension ladders, going to the very 
tors and the unlicensed ones out of in height. It is a fault, too, to tips of the high limbs to dig out and
the woods . j piace too many boxes close togeth- kill the larva of the imported leop-
A great enemy of the bird is the er‘ Tbe birds prefer a reasonable ar(j motli which threatens the same
laborer in contractors’ camps; usual-1 amount °f seclusion at nesting time, destruction to our Common trees
!y an Italian or seme other foreign- t,lough this, of course, is not true; that it and other insects have work­
er who either does not know or does . f tlie martins> which nest in colon- e(l on the Harvard elms. These hu- 
not care to obey our Laws. Such *es' And so tbe whole story might man -woodpeckers are expensive 
hunters are very clever in their)be gone over at g,reat len£th for each only skilful and daring men can be 
Hunting and their ability to conceal! species prefers a different habitat, employed in the business and the 
what they are doing. The Dover 11 ’ s °hviously a good plan for the city has to pay roundly for them. It
oird warden made good against them j bird warden to know this thoroughly is pcssibie that they will be able to
by going directly to the Italian camps aTld be abIe to advis'° and instruct keep down this pernicious tree de­
in the vicinity and appealing to the) far as poss^ le by example, as stroyer which bores in the limbs and
head man among the Italians. i well as by precept. cuts trees down from the top until
matter, being explained to him and sarae holds good with regard only the trunk and the heaviest
through him to the men under him, j*to feeding the birds. There is limbs remain.
brought abcut a pretty nearly com ) httle use in giving soft-billed birds jt js interesting to note that out
plete cessation of violation of the i)al’d nuts to crack. Each species in the country this vicious imported
bird laws by these men. Here would Xias PreIereilce and he who would insect has never been able to do
seem to be a good example for oth- attract them most successfully must harm. There the insect-eating birds
ex bird wardens or people interest- give due attention to this. Location, take the eggs and young caterpillars
ed in the work of suppressing shoot- l00’ counts- It is of little use to 0f the creature before he cuts into
ing by the Italian laborers to follow. try Ceding shy birds on the door- the wood. Such as escape this are
The contractor in the camp is all steps' yet beginning with shy birds hammered out by the woodpeckers
powerful with the men and his good xn tbeir haunts one may well toll before they get deep enough into the
will once engaged on the right side lliem UP to the very windowsill. A- limbs to be out of reach or to do
will probably do far more than any Bain’ in the summer, it is of little harm. It is a noteworthy fact that game bogs who will shoot all they
repressive measures directed toward use to try to attract the birds by the presence of many injurious in- can rarry home and in some cases
the men themselves. Such work feeding them. Insect food, which sects of this sort in a woodland even kill game that they wont take 
thoroughly done in any town would tbey greatly prefer, is plentiful, draws the birds which feed upon ome- Several local sportsmen keep
seem to alone justify the existence ' !n tbe °ther hand, birds in summer them from miles around. It is as uac^s wwll-trained beagles. Harold
of a local representative of Quercus lieed water and will invariably flock someone had rung in a police a- nolds has a pack of four or five 
the faun, also a box joiner, water Piaces where they can convenient- iarm and these police of the forest j'airs,_ which is probably the largest 
carrier, neiSt warden ,tree-hoiiea ly drink and bathe. Yet it is an un- responded, coming to the danger in tbis v*cxnity ' Others wrho have 
thatchesr, and seed storer, either di- w*se thing to provide a bird bath in zone from all-directions. Downy and e^' eia* dogs and demote themselves 
rectly through his own efforts or a P^ ace where the cat or one might hairy woodpeckers, flickers, chicka- ° * ie spPld: niost of the open sea- 
through his influence on the people we I^ say cats, their number is le- dees, nut-liatches, brown creepers,! °n are ^^waliam Snow, Roy Con- 
of the town. , gion has a chance to catch the vireos, warblers, these are the birds , erSel .   ^,an Washburn and Her-
Besides Mr. DeMerritt’s work in 'drds. Here, too, the bird warden which will keep down the leopard eI^  ar^_____ ___________
man-chasing as warden or assistant must know much and exercise his moth. They work overtime and with DEER DAM AGING CROPS
to the state warden, he experiments ingenuity under individual conditions, out pay. If enough of them could j — ------
with various appliances for attract- One condition against which the be brought to Boston Common by any ^  evident of the increasing a- 
ing birds. Something of a caxpen- Dover warden and his bird protect- device, the costly human woodpeck- cuteness of thie deer problem in 
ter and joiner he manufactures bird neighbors have to contend is the ers might be given a less dangerous Massachusetts that protests of farm- 
boxes, bird baths, bird feeding tables Presence of great numbers of gray job on the ground and the trees ers’ orchardists and horticulturists a-
Anoither attractive feature of rab­
bit hunting is that good “fields” can 
oe reached within a short distance 
of the city. It is not necessary for 
the sportsman who has hut a day at 
iiis disposal to spend more than half 
ol it and a good share of the night 
before and after it in reaching the 
country over which lie intends to 
shoot. In fact, many local men 
who are doing considerable rabbit 
shooting at this season of the year 
say that they can get out into the 
country early in the morning, find 
good shooting within a few miles 
of Springfield and be back at their 
work in the city before the day is 
over after obtaining a very satisfac­
tory bag.
There has never been a legal limit 
placed on the size of a rabbit bag 
in this state. As a result the great 
white hares, the gamiest of the rab­
bit tribe, are becoming harder and 
harder to find every year, and if 
they do not receive more protection 
in the near future the species may 
become extinct. Efforts have been 
made by the fish and game commis­
sion to secure white hares for breed­
ing. So far the commission has
been unsuccessful in so doing, but 
it is expected that a few pairs will 
be secured this season and kept on 
the game farm.
The white hare is larger, stronger 
and more shrewd than the cottontail, 
and is almost as hard to trail as a 
fox. He will double on his tracks 
and practice many other skilful
tricks, and it requires a good pack 
of beagles and a patient and persis­
tent sportsman to get the best of 
him very often. It is difficult now 
to find white hares in the vicinity of 
Springfield, although they are still 
fairly plentiful in the wilder and 
more remote regions of Berkshire.
A good many of the local sportsmeo 
who go after rabbits appreciate the 
possibilities of the sport and have 
enough appreciation of the need of 
care in game protection to limit 
themselves to a reasonable bag. Some 
cf them do not take more than four 
or five animals and others set the 
limit at 10 . There are of course 
a good many pot hunters and other
. FAMOUS 
BACKWOODS 
FAIRY TALES
E«1 Grant, Beaver Pond Camps 
New readm e m atter, in terestii.g .
The first edition was exhausted mu^h sooner 
than we expected  and the popular dtm ard  was 
so great fo r  a second edition thi<» we published 
»n enlarged and improved co ition  to be sold by 
mail (postpaid) at 'h e  low price named.
Twelve cents, postoaid. Stamps accepted.
J Vi. BRACKETT CO , 
Phillips, Me.
M A P S  O F  M A IN E  
RESORTS A N D  R O A D S
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries 
for maps of the fishing regions of the 
ptate, etc. We can furnish the follow 
ing maps:
Fran|thn County $ .50
Somerset County .50
Oxford County .50
Piscataquis County .50
Aroostook County .50
Washington C-'iitr y .50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in 1.00 
Geological map of Maine .%
R. R. map of Maine .35
Androscoggin County .3
Cumberland County .35
Hancock County .50
Kennebec County .35
Knox County .35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties .35 
Penobscot County . 5o
Waldo County .35
York County .35
J. W  B R A C K E T T  C O ., 
Phillips. - M aine.
and puts them up in the public do- squirrels. These animals are de- would be amply protected.—Win- 
main. These are under his own tractive to bird life in many ways throp Packard, in Boston Transcript, 
special care. He also advises and iin D°ver- The bird boxes which the _ ___________________
H U N T IN G  T H E  RA B B IT A PO PU­
LAR W IN T E R  P A S TIM E  IN  
M ASSA CHU SETTS.
instructs the neighbors in doing warden has put up are pre-empted 
this work and it is a surprising thing by f-ir'em for their own homes. They
to find how far a good example of Snaw the holes larger so that they
this sort carries. People, who, be- may have convenient passage and
fore the coming of the warden, had they sometimes destroy the eggs and Springfield sportsmen who formerly
oeen friendly to the birds but did not y°unS of the nesting birds. There, used to put their guns away at the
know how practically to express *s much difference of opinion as to end of the bird-shooting season and 
their friendliness take courage from the status of the gray squirrel in did not get into the field until the 
his example. They build bird boxes resard to bird life. The little ani- following fall are taking more and 
after his pattern, set up feeding" ta- ma* *s a graceful and interesting more to rabbit hunting with beagles 
bles and baths under the same in- creature. Many people make pets during the winter months, according 
fluence and learn from the bird war- ca squirrels and enjoy their presence to Harry Hawes, who is the friend 
den where best to place them and as ^au0*1 as they do that of the of many local sportsmen, says the
with what food it is wise to supply birds; other people vote them a' Springfield Republican, and whose
them. ) nuisance and a bloodthirsty creature^ store is a clearing-house for stories
Such is the practical work begun with weasel-like tendencies. No from the “ field.” Rabbit hunting 
by the new town bird warden in Dov- doubt both parties are right. Squir- has been somewhat of a neglected 
er. Mr. Forbush, the state ornitho- re s^ Lave as much individuality of sport, and many men who spend 
legist, who has inspected this work character as anybody else. Some of j hours in the field during the bird 
reports it well started and already theca become very bad and do all season have been inclined to dis- 
becoming effective in protecting and the harm to bird life of which theyjdain rabbit shooting as beneath the
increasing birds, a good example for are accused. It is probable that a j notice of a real sportsman. Many
other towns which may be wondering certain proportion of them, on the of them are gradually finding out,
whether or not It is best to take ad- other band, are innocent and liarm- 
vantage of the act . Of course, this less creatures. Probably this will 
work is only a beginning of a wide- become one more problem added to 
spread work of which there seems those which the individual bird war- 
to be great need. Thousands of den has to solve. It will be his 
people in this state are eager to task to decide whether the squirrels 
protect birds in a practical way, b u t ! of Ms district or any part of it are 
Ibey do not know how to go about inimical to bird life, and if so to
it. One great use of the bird war­
den will be to set the example.
Each appointee must he all those 
things which Quercus the faun said 
he was—a veritable apostle of the 
bird protection gospel. The town
bird warden reduces the preaching 
of this gospel to practice. It Is not 
enough that we should decide to put 
up bird boxes, for instance, to ben­
efit hole-nesting birds. We must
put up the right kind of bird boxes
take measures to protect his birds 
from them.
Squirrels, especially in the Metro­
politan district, are now very num­
erous. In the country places, the 
brief open season which the hunters 
have in the fall tends to thin out 
their numbers and prevent them from 
becoming a nuisance. It is a ques­
tion what should be done with them 
in towns in or near the Metropoli­
tan district, where they are practi-
however, that there is good sport to 
be had in chasing the cotton tails or 
ite hares over the hills with the
assistance of beagles, sturdy little 
dogs that are adepts at routing out 
the bunnies.
The open season for rabbits and 
hares is one of the longest open sea­
sons in the game law book, as it 
extends from the 15th of October to 
the 1st of March. The sport is 
good all the season. The presence 
of snow on the ground is of great 
assistance when the hunter is work­
ing without dogs, but a trained 
beagle makes up for the absence of 
snow by his energy and ingenuity in 
finding the rabbits’ hiding places in 
the thickets and driving them into 
the open.
gainst - the restriction of means of 
protection against these animals and 
reduction of their numbers are all 
the while becoming louder and more 
insistent. The hearing before the 
Committee on Fisheries and (lame 
was more significant in this respect 
than ever before. When the presi­
dent of the Society for the Preven­
tion of Cruelty to Animals practi­
cally admits that in Massachusetts 
agriculture must he given up or 
the deer must be discouraged from 
adopting it as their habitat the sit­
uation has reached a very tense 
stage. The cost to the state on 
account of damages done by deer 
increased about 150 per cent be­
tween 1909 and 1913. But what the 
state allows is but a small percen­
tage of the injury that the agricul­
tural and allied interests sustain. 
They are not only a menace to the 
annual crops, but, what is worse, 
they frequently destroy young or­
chards almost entirely, and to that 
extent are a discouragement to a 
branch of the industry that would 
otherwise be more promising in 
that state than ever before. Some 
drastic measures have been propos­
ed. The idea of an open season 
of six weeks instead of one is not 
ittractive, inasmuch as it prolongs 
conditions that are quite disturbing 
to people of quiet tastes and deli­
cate sensibilities. Dr, Rowley Is 
willing to see a law passed enabling 
the farmers at any time to shoot 
deer that were damaging their crops 
or believed likely to cause suah 
damage. No doubt such a law would 
seem to be fully as just that the 
farmers should live upon the deer 
as that the deecr should live upon 
the farmers.
MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, MARCH 5, 1914 *Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin HHouse and Camps 
X
Are delightfully situated on shore o f Lake 
Parlin on direct line from Quebec toRangeley 
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo­
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Paihn and tne 12 out ponds in the 
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly 
fishing the whole season The house and 
camps are new and have all modern conven­
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock 
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun­
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
Write for booklet. H. P. McKENNEY, P roprietor, Jackman, Maine
YORK C A M PS,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT
John ©arville’s Gamps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps 
are most charmingly situated on the shores of 
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, 
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, 
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen­
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria 
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake 
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family 
summer resort. Telephone communications with 
Aillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms 
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS. In the 
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas. Maine
JIM POND G A M P S
IN DEAD RIVER REGION. 
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard 
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write 
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps, ' Eustis, Me.
W EST END 
HOTEL
H . M. C A STN E R , Prop’r. 
Portland, Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for 
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport 
men. All farm, dairy products, pork 
and poultry from our own farm, enabl­
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, 
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc. 
American plan. Send for circular.
Camps at Long 
Pond. Many 
out-lying ponds, 
Write S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE 
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region. 
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every 
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca­
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting 
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. 
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream, W ashington Co.. Me..
World wide known for its famous fishing, 
vacation and hunting country.
N orway Pines House and Camps, Dobsis Lake
Most att:active situation in Maine. Good 
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for 
machines. From there one can take steamei tz  
any part Of the latce territory. The best hunt 
ing. fishing and vacation section of beautifu 
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G. 
ROSE Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec, 1st to 
April 1st.
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write 
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS 
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly 
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. 
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., 
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New 
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, 
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
RANGELEY LAKES.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot 
o f Bald Mountain in a good fishing section. 
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone 
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write 
for free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
CHASE POWD CAMPS. Now is the
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why 
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods? 
Camps reached same day from Boston. 
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, 
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. 
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet. 
GUY CHADOURNE, Prop., Bingham, Maine
NEW  IDE AL HAND BOOK
The new Ideal Hand Book (No 24) 
is now ready for distribution,. To 
the many thousands of shooters wlio 
know the Ideal Hand Book no more 
need be said;they will write for a 
copy of the new edition at once.
For the benefit of those shooters 
who have not been so fortunate as 
to have a copy of the Ideal Hand 
Book in the past, we are pleased to 
state that “ The Ideal Hand Book 
of Useful Information for Shooters” 
is a large 160 page book issued 
each year by The Marlin Firearms 
Co. and furnished without charge or 
obligation to any shooter sufficient­
ly interested to send three stamps 
postage for the book. It contains 
a world of useful information for; 
shooters, answering fully and clear- j 
ly such questions as “ What is a cali-j 
her—or gauge?”  “What is the 
diameter of bore in the various 
rifles?” “What is the twist of J 
rifling in any standard rifle?”  “ What 
are the ballistics of the various 
cartridges?” Etc.
It illustrates, tells how to cast, 
and gives the diameter and weight 
of the round balls for use in shot­
guns, explains how they are loaded 
and shows what results can be se­
cured; explains how powder is 
bought and how measured for use 
in rifles and shotguns, telling how 
many cartridges one pound will load 
with any given charge; gives tables 
reducing drams to grains, tables of 
primers, bullets and powders, show­
ing clearly just what powder, prim­
er, bullet, etc., to use for any rifle 
or pistol. •
For the man who wants to know 
if it pays to reload his shells, there 
are tables showing the actual cost 
of the factory cartridge compared 
with the cost of reloaded cartridges, 
showing in detail the cost of primed 
shells, cost of powder, cost of bul­
lets ready made, cost of bullets when 
you make them yourself, etc. The 
information in this book is absolute­
ly accurate and reliable, and it will 
certainly make the average shooter 
sit up and take notice when he sees 
what a surprisingly big saving can 
he effected by reloading his shells.! 
The book shows that the .22 Savage 
High Power cartridges usually sold 
to the consumer at $3.42 per hun­
dred, can be reloaded with a charge 
that compares very favorably with 
the factory load, at an expense of 
62 cents per 100. The .25-20 high 
velocity factory cartridges cost $1.79 
per 100; you can reload them with 
a mighty satisfactory load at an ex­
pense of only 59 cents. The .25-36 
factory cartridges sell at $2.97 per 
100; they can be reloaded for high 
power requirements at 79 cents per 
100. The .30-30 and .303 factory 
cartridges sell for $3.42 per 100, you 
can reload the empty shells and 
have 100 first class cartridges for 
97 cents.
The book* shows how by the use 
of modern reloading tools anyone can 
cast perfect bullets, exactly suited 
to his particular rifle or pistol; and 
after the bullet Is made It Is an 
extremely simple matter to prepare 
the cartridges, as It is only neces­
sary to expel the old primer, seat 
the new primer, Insert powder 
charge, place bullet in end of shell 
and crimp the shell onto the bullet 
all of these operations being per­
formed In a single and Inexpensive 
set of tools. 100 cartridges like the 
.32-40 high power can be reloaded In
RANGELEY TAVERN 8  LAKE VIEW HOUSE 
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile 
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House 
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.
•^ ONHT forget.
Maine Woods W ill Keep You In ­
formed on All Proposed New Fish 
and Game Laws of the State. Sub­
scribe Now and Keep Posted.
half an hour, and where the new 
factory .32-40 H. P. cartrdige costs 
$3.42 per 100, the 100 shells can be 
reloaded with factory bullets and 
have the same identical powder 
charges and primers as in the new 
shells for $1.35. You save $2.07 
while enjoying one of the most 
pleasant and Interesting half-hours 
of your shooting experiences.
It would take more space than we 
can afford to use to even mention 
the great many interesting features 
of the Ideal Hand Book, and so we
say simply—get a copy and look it' 
over for yourself. Any man who 
shoots considerably with rifle, pistol 
or shotgun will certainly find it to 
his advantage to read the book 
through carefully for it contains full 
information regarding powders, bul­
lets, primers and reloading tools foo^  
all standard rifle, pistol and shotgun; 
ammunition, revised right up-to-date, 
and thoroughly reliable as it is is­
sued by The Marlin Firearms Co., 
makers of the world famous Marlin 
repeating rifles and shogtune.
Send 3 stamps postage to-day to 
The Marlin Firearms Co., 33 Willow 
St., New Haven, Conn., and get your 
copy.
The Edmonton Hide and Fur com­
pany, reports buying $40,000 worth 
of fox, lynx, mink and martin skins 
for shipment to England, Germany 
and Russia.
M. Hogue of Grouard,. Alta., sold
eleven black and silver foxes, Cap­
tured in the north country in Ed­
monton recently for $9,750. The 
animals were shipped to eastern 
parts. He also brought with him 
from the north a large number of 
fox pelts.
V IL E S  SPEAKS ON FOREST PRO­
TE C T IO N .
(Continued from page one.)
“ Forest fire protection is bandied ■ 
in two ways in the State of Maine. J 
The great wild land area is organized 
into the Maine Forestry District for 
protective purposes, and the forests | 
in the organized towns and territory 
outside the district are. under a dif-; 
ferent system.
“ You are all familiar with the af-| 
fairs of the forestry district. You 
know that this district was created! 
by the Legislature of 1909, that you* 
are taxed directly for its support, j 
and I think that most of you havej 
a report of the forest commissioner j 
dealing with the work of the past; 
year. You will notice in this 
statement that at the beginning of 
the year 1913 there were little bills 
outstanding amounting to $22,864.22, 
and that $15,507.59 was available for, 
the payment of same. These old 
bills have been paid for the year 
1913, and a balance brought over of 
$8118.23, less a small amount for 
abatement and uncollected taxes. ,
“ Fifteen new lookout stations were 
established during the year bringing 
the number up to 42. These stations 
reported 303 fires. One hundred an 
seventy-three patrolmen were em­
ployed during the season and 71 
fires were reported by them. The 
area burned as reported was 8928 
acres, the estimated damage $26,326, 
and the cost of fire fighting $9935.79. 
This reported damage of $26,326 is, 
of course, insignificant when compar­
ed with the area of 9,476,773 acres 
protected.
“About 77 miles of ^telephone lines 
were constructed during the season, 
additional fire fighting tools costing 
$2604.08 were 'added, and all stations 
erected were equipped with maps, 
glasses, alidades, compasses, etc.
“ This protective system is not per­
fect and can he improved.
I believe that it is as efficient as 
any system in operation now. We 
plan to build more lookout towers, j 
provide more adequate supervision,1 
install more fire fighting tools, ex­
tend out telephone system, install 
camping outfits sufficient for crews 
of fire fighters in central localities, 
bring our stations up to the best 
point of efficiency and generally to 
perfect the system.
“ Outside the district there is a 
wooded area of over 4,000,000 acres. 
Here the fires are handled by the 
selectmen of the towns and the re- 
! ported fire loss in this area l&st 
1 year was five times as great as 
that in the forestry district. I be­
lieve that the next Legislature should 
appropriate $25,000 for State wide 
protection, a part of which should go 
to the towns for the construction of 
fire fighting equipment, and I think 
that the same system of protection 
should be extended as is now in op­
eration in the wild land area.”
The following were seated at the 
banquet table: Edward Pay son Viles, 
George D. Pastoris, Newcastle Lum­
ber Co.; R. L. Marston, Coburn 
Heirs, Inc.; Byron Boyd, Boyd & 
Harvey; F. H. Colby, estate of J. 
Manchester Haynes; Everett Amey 
and Gilbert Oakley, American Reality 
Co.; F. H. Billard, Billard Mills Co., 
N. H.; State Land Agent and For­
est Commissioner Blaine S. Viles; 
Charles H. Gray, Joshua Gray & Son 
Fred McCausland and Charles Knight 
of Gardiner; Col. Fred H. Parkhurst 
of Bangor; Melvin Holway and Ira 
H. Randall and Wilbur T. Emerson 
of Augusta.
E F F E C T U A L  REPAIR OF ROADS
(Continued from Pa^ ge Fi^e.)
larly important in its" bearing on I 
highway repair and maintenance. The 
rapidly increasing automobile traffic 
on highways has greatly stimulated 
interest in road improvement and pro­
foundly modified methods of construc­
tion and maintenance.
At the beginning of the year 1913, 
90 per cent., or approximately 2,000,- 
000 miles, of the roads in this coun­
try were earth. The repair and proper 
maintenance of earth roads are there- i 
fore of great importance. To pre­
serve a properly built or repaired 
earth road, it has been repeatedly 
demonstrated that the best method is 
some system of continuous n^ainte- 
nance. The operations involved in 
maintenance are in one sense small 
repairs. The economy In small re­
pairs over extensive periodic repairs 
is largely due to the fact that defects 
in a road develop at an Increasing 
rate if allowed to continue, and the 
cost of restoring the road to the nor­
mal condition is consequently made 
greater than the actual sum of the 
costs of repeated minute repairs. The 
split-log drag, or some of its modifica­
tions, has proved beyond doubt the 
best tool for earth-road maintenance.
G ET R ID  OF DUST ON ROADS
(Continued from Page five)
perTection, tne rocK rrom which such 
a road is made is so suited to  the 
volume and character of traffic which 
passes over It that only an amount of 
dust is worn off sufficiently to replace 
that removed by wind and rain. The 
dust remaining should be just enough 
to bond the surface stones of the 
road thoroughly, forming a smooth, 
impervious shell. A road of this char­
acter -wears uniformly under the traffic 
for which it was designed, and always 
presents an even surface.
When such a road is subjected to 1 
automobile traffic, entirely new con- ! 
ditions are brought about. The pow­
erful tractive force exerted by the 
driving wheels of automobiles soon 
disintegrates the road surface. The 
fine dust, which ordinarily acts as a 
cementing agent, is thrown into the 
air and carried off by wind or is easily 
washed off by rains. The pneumatic I 
rubber tires wear off little or no dust 
to replace that removed by natural I 
agencies. The result is that the stones 
composing the road become loose and 
rounded, giving the greatest resist- I 
ance to traction, and water is allowed j 
to make its way freely to the founda- I 
tion of the road.
Many remedies have been suggested 
ai% tiled for meeting this new condi- 
tion, but a perfectly satisfactory solu­
tion of the problem is still to be found. 
Some success has attended the efforts 
«£ those who have sought to find a 
cure for the evil and this is encourag- ! 
ing when the many difficulties to be 
overcome in the treatment of thou- | 
sands of miles of roadway are con- ! 
sidered. It is apparent that this prob­
lem can be solved only by the adop- j 
tion of one or two general methods. 
(1) By constructing roads in such a
Road Treated With One Application 
t of an Oil Emulsion— Automobile 
Traveling at Rate of 40 Miles an 
Hour, W ith  No Dust Resulting.
manner and with such materials as to 
reduce to a minimum the formation of 
dust; and (2) by treating the sur­
faces of existing roads with materials 
that will give the same result. Among 
the materials which have been applied 
with some success to the finished 
road surface without the agency of 
water, the mineral oils and coal tar 
are undoubtedly the most importanL
Aims to  Promote Road In West.
A plan to promote road building in 
western states was embodied In a 
bill introduced by Senator Warren. It 
would grant 500,000 acres of public 
lands to each of the following states 
to be sold for the aid of road building: 
Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, 
New Mexico, Nevada, Utah and Wy­
oming.
B etter Roads for Ontario.
Better roads for Ontario province 
are to be made with the $10,000,000 ap­
propriation, expenditure of which will 
be under the supervision of a nonpar­
tisan commission appointed by the 
government
England Is Thankful.
It is from America that “ Mary Had 
a Little Lamb” comes. So do most of 
the parodies of it, thank goodness.— 
London Globe.
FARM ROADS AND SPEEDWAYS
Government More Interested in Bene­
fiting Farmer Than Improving 
Highways for Automobiles.
Secretary Houston of the depart­
ment of agriculture gave his hearers 
at the recent good roads convention 
in Detroit a sensible talk on road 
building in general and government 
aid in particular. He declared that 
the government, so far as he is its 
'mouthpiece and connected with its* op­
erations, is more interested in improv­
ing the truly rural roads of the coun­
try (those over which farm produce 
is hauled to market) than it is in im­
proving the transcontinental highways 
which are mainly used by automobile 
tourists. He also asserted that if gov­
ernment aid is forthcoming it will be 
on the basis of state apportionment, 
rather than congressional district or 
county or road district Secretary 
Houston’s speech is such a clear ex­
position of the intentions of the pres­
ent administration that we take a 
considerable extract from it:
The essential thing to be done Is 
the providing of good roads which 
shall get products from the commu­
nity farms to the nearest station and 
make rural life more profitable, com­
fortable and pleasurable.
There are complex problems to be 
solved in many states before the most 
efficient expenditure of money by 
states and communities for roads can 
be secured, and there are many more
Earth Road Showing Imperfect Drain­
age.
to be worked out before one can ra­
tionally expect the federal government 
largely to participate.
That the suggestion of federal aid 
to road building raises grave ques­
tions and involves possible dangers 
no thoughtful citizen doubts. There 
are proigtsals before the public mind 
which would bankrupt the federal 
treasury and suggest possible abuses 
before which those of the worst pork- 
barrel bills of the past would pale into 
insignificance.
It would be especially pernicious If 
such aid should result in stifling the 
spirit of local self-help.
The first practical essentials in the 
planning of road legislation would 
seem to be to recognize the states as 
the smallest unit with which the fed 
eral government might deal. This 
would give relief in a measure from 
the insistent demand that would come 
from every township and every dis­
trict in the Union for its share of state 
or federal assistance, without refer­
ence to the merits of the case or the 
practicability of the undertaking.
In the case of roads on which fed­
eral money is to be expended it would 
seem essential and wise th ^  the fed­
eral agency should have the requisite 
power of the approval of the selec­
tion, supervision of the construction 
and maintenance, and the right of in­
spection.
It is reasonably clear that for every 
reason there must be some automatio 
check upon the demands to be made 
upon congress and that this should be 
afforded through the requirement that 
the states and the localities should 
contribute an amount both •for con­
struction and maintenance at least 
equal to and possibly double thnt con­
tributed by the federal government; 
and that, in the apportionment of any 
possible federal funds a number of 
basic factors snch as population, area, 
wealth, or minimum cost of construc­
tion, should control, I have not the 
least doubt
In short, as a practical program, I 
believe that this matter is one In 
which haste can beet be slowly made
Co-Operation Needed.
Co-operation is necessary for the 
most systematic road building. That 
Is one reason why Missouri has been 
doing so much to improve her roads, 
because her people in the different 
communities have been willing to co­
operate.
Road Drag a Necessity.
The road drag should be a neces­
sity upon every farm that borders 
along the road. The man who is lib­
eral minded and patriotic enough to 
keep his road dragged Is a good dt$- 
zen.
SUBSCRIBE FOR M A IN E  WOODS-
